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Abstract:
Nonlinear optical susceptibilities provide a convenient means of relating macroscopic optical measurements to microscopic models. The
susceptibilities are most useful when the radiation field and the material degrees of freedom are weakly coupled. In the opposite case, the dynamics
is interpreted in terms of combined radiation—matter modes (polaritons) and susceptibilities are usually not used. In this review we analyze both
situations from a unified dynamical framework based on equations of motion. The present formalism is also particularly suitable for the calculation
of optical nonlinearities in nanostructures with restricted geometries. The transient grating and its frequency-domain analogue (degenerate
four-wave mixing) are used to illustrate the formalism in both the strong and the weak radiation—matter coupling limit.
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1. Introduction
The transient grating (TG) technique is one of the most powerful means for the direct probe of
dynamical processes in condensed phases [1—181.It has been used to probe relaxation rates and
transport phenomena in molecular crystals [2], ionic crystals [3—6],solutions of dye molecules [7, 8],
conjugated polymers [91,semiconductors [10—14],surfaces [15] and proteins [16]. Laser gratings are
important for holography and the elimination of beam distortions in random media (phase conjugation)
[17, 18]. A simple phenomenological description of the TG can be obtained as follows: When two laser
fields with wave vectors k1 and k2 simultaneously interact with the material system, they form an
interference pattern with wave vector k1 — k2. Consequently some material property (e.g. excitons,
electron—hole pairs, space charge, temperature, density, etc.) is created and modulated by the same
wave vector. If the optical dielectric function depends on this property, it will be spatially modulated:
= A cos[(k1 — k2) r~.When a third beam with wave vector k3 is now scattered by the sample, it
will undergo diffraction resulting in a signal at wave vector k5 = k3 ± (k1 — k2). By varying the delay
between the initial and the probe beams we can follow the decay of the grating amplitude and,
consequently, the underlying motions of the elementary excitations, on a controlled lengthscale
determined by the grating wave vector kg k1 — k2 (fig. 1). For off-resonance conditions ~r is purely
real (phase grating) whereas for resonant excitation it has an imaginary part (population grating).
Phenomenological treatments of grating experiments have been developed and widely used for the
interpretation of numerous experiments. These consist of identifying the nature of the relevant
dynamical variables produced by the laser grating (excitation density, free charge carriers, temperature,
mass density, etc.) and using macroscopic transport equations to describe their time evolution. An
excellent review of this level of description is found in Eichler ct al. [11.
signal
k5= k1- k2+ k3





Fig. 1. Typical transient grating setup. Two excitation beams crossed under angle 1 create a grating in the sample with wave vectork~— k,. After a
variable delay r, the grating is probed by a third pulse k1, resulting in a nonlinear (“diffracted”) signal at k, = k — k, + k~.
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Alternatively, TG spectroscopy can be viewed as a particular technique of nonlinear optics which
belongs to a broader family of processes known as four-wave mixing [1, 19—231. Four-wave mixing is a
technique in which three incoming beams with wave vectors k~,k2, k3 interact with a nonlinear medium
and generate a coherent signal at a wave vector which is any combination of the wave vectors
±k1,±k2,±k3.The four-wave mixing signal is usually calculated using the standard and well
established systematic machinery of nonlinear optics. In this picture we expand the optical polarization
in powers of the average electric field (the Maxwell field)
P=XWE +~
12~EE+~13~EEE~
Four-wave mixing is related to the nonlinear susceptibility ~~31• The four-wave mixing point of view
allows us to put the TG technique in a broader context, and to explore its relationship to other
spectroscopies (photon echo, pump-probe, CARS, etc.) [19—271.For example, it has been shown that
the information obtained from the TG experiment can in principle also be obtained using a frequency-
domain technique, degenerate four-wave mixing (D4WM) [28—35].In this variant, three stationary
incident waves with wave vectors k
1, k5 and k3 interact in the system and the scattered wave at
= k3 ±(k1 — k2) is detected. It has been shown that resonances in the signal as a function of w~—
are, under some very general conditions, equal to the Fourier transform of the TG signal [361.The
possibility of exciton localization [37—39],which is the analogue of the Anderson electron localization,
could also be probed ideally by the grating technique [401.
In this review we develop a fully microscopic framework for the calculation of four-wave mixing
processes in condensed phases, and use it to analyze TG spectroscopy in molecular crystals. Molecular
crystals at low temperatures seem ideal systems for the application of the grating techniques. In these
systems, optical excitation creates elementary excitations, Frenkel excitons [41—491or charge transfer
excitons [50J, which are well understood. Such systems seem sufficiently simple to allow a rigorous
microscopic treatment [50—561.It was anticipated that the grating technique would directly probe the
exciton motion. That motion is expected to be incoherent at high temperatures and to gradually become
coherent as the temperature is lowered. Experiments performed on anthracene crystals [2b,cJ showed
however no evidence of coherent (nondiffusive) exciton motion. Instead they showed incoherent motion
with a very large diffusion coefficient. These observations were interpreted by Agranovich et al. [51, 52]
in terms of diffusion of polaritons [57—621,which are quasiparticles representing the correlated
polarization and radiation field degrees of freedom. Other evidence related to polariton dynamics in
organic crystals was obtained by Small and coworkers [60]who measured second harmonic generation
and two-photon fluorescence in naphthalene. Their measurements strongly suggest the importance of
polariton (rather than exciton) scattering, and cannot be accounted for using standard (nonretarded)
expressions for the nonlinear susceptibilities. Polariton effects have also been measured by a variety of
other nonlinear optical techniques [63—651.
The incorporation of polariton effects in the theory of nonlinear susceptibilities is not straightforward
[51, 52, 66—691. Traditionally the optical susceptibilities are viewed as purely material quantities, and
calculated using summations over eigenstates of the molecular (unretarded) Hamiltonian. Consequently
x~depends on exciton resonances and dipole matrix elements and does not depend on retarded
interactions [211.The calculation of any nonlinear optical signal is then conveniently divided into two
steps: we first calculate susceptibilities in the absence of the radiation field and next, we use the
susceptibilities in the Maxwell equations, thereby introducing the retarded interactions on a macro-
scopic level. This is the conventional formulation of nonlinear optics developed by Bloembergen
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[19—231,which holds as long as the radiation and matter degrees of freedom are weakly coupled (e.g.,
for off-resonant processes or when exciton dephasing is large). Under these conditions the elementary
excitations are excitons and photons, and it is possible to neglect correlations between the radiation
field and the material polarization and to define susceptibilities. When the radiation and matter modes
are strongly coupled, then retarded interactions need to be incorporated more microscopically and the
optical response reflects the dynamics of polaritons [57—60].It is then difficult to calculate suscep-
tibilities. Instead, the signal is expanded directly in terms of the external field rather than the Maxwell
field E. It should be stressed that the linear susceptibility [68,801 ~ (and the dielectric function r) can
always be unambiguously defined, whether or not polariton effects are important. Optical nonlinearities
require, however, a different approach in both situations.
One of the primary goals of the present review is to develop a systematic formulation in which
polariton and exciton dynamics can be accounted for in a unified framework. In addition, we discuss
several approximate schemes for the calculation of nonlinear optical response. The simplest is the
anharmonic oscillator model for the polarization, proposed by Bloembergen [191. Moreover, many-
body effects are often handled using a mean-field theory (the local-field approximation) [70, 711. Our
general formalism reduces to these common procedures when specific approximations are made and
therefore provides useful insight into their limitations.
The outline of this review is as follows. In section 2 we introduce the general model Hamiltonian for
a molecular crystal which includes excitons, phonons, and photons and their coupling. The multipolar
(~D) form of the exciton—photon coupling is adopted. The entire review is devoted to developing
approximate schemes for calculating the dynamics described by this Hamiltonian and the Heisenberg
equations (eqs. 2.9) for various limiting cases. In section 3 we focus on the material evolution alone
(excitons and phonons) by factorizing out the electromagnetic field, treating it effectively as a classical c
number. This is the usual framework in which linear and nonlinear optical susceptibilities are defined
and calculated. In section 3.1 we present the operator equations and their solution to linear order in the
electric field ~ The material equations form a hierarchy whereby single-particle operators, such as
the polarization, are coupled to operators involving successively more particles. To lowest order in the
hierarchy we retain only single-particle operators and describe four-wave mixing and the nonlinear
susceptibility x (3) within the local-field approximation (section 3.2). The incorporation of transport
requires the next (two-particle) level of the hierarchy, which is addressed in section 3.3. The degenerate
four-wave mixing signal, which is absent in the single-particle level, now shows up, and dephasing-
induced resonances are obtained. In section 3.4 we discuss the transient grating, which is the
time-domain analogue of degenerate four-wave mixing. This is only done within the two-particle
description, as no transport exists on the single-particle level. In section 3.5 we show how the
two-particle equations of the matter can be related to the Boltzmann and the diffusion equations. We
further introduce the strong-collision and the Haken—Strobl models for exciton—phonon scattering. This
concludes our discussion of exciton transport and dynamics.
In section 4 we turn to the more general and complex problem when the photon variables are
strongly correlated with the material and cannot be factorized. In this case, we formulate nonlinear
optics very differently, by using polaritons and avoiding the calculation of susceptibilities. In section 4.1
we introduce the polariton transformation which exactly solves the linear optics. In section 4.2 we
develop equations of motion at the two-particle level (analogous to section 3.3). In sections 4.3 and 4.4
we apply these equations to the transient grating and its frequency-domain analogue (degenerate
four-wave mixing), respectively. A detailed discussion of various limiting cases is given. Finally, in
section 5 we present concluding remarks and summarize our results.
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2. Model, Hamiltonian, and equations of motion
In this section we present our model system, the Hamiltonian, and the basic equations of motion that
are used in sections 3 and 4 to calculate optical signals. We are interested in the nonlinear optical
response of molecular crystals and restrict the model to a lattice of polarizable (nonpolar) two-level
molecules with transition frequency 12 (one molecule per unit cell). The total number of molecules in
the crystal is denoted by N. Even though optical experiments are usually carried out on thin crystal
slabs, we will assume that the sample is still thick enough to invoke translational invariance in all lattice
directions. For example, we will assume that the elementary excitations of the crystal (excitons or
polaritons) are well-approximated by those for an infinite crystal. Refinements related to the treatment
of multilevel molecules, the occurrence of more than one molecule per unit cell, or the explicit
treatment of finite geometries, are possible, but not essential for the main objective of this paper and
would obscure the physics by adding notational and algebraic complexity.
Any microscopic theory of (nonlinear) optical response should start with the choice of a Hamiltonian
coupling the material system to the radiation field. The two best-known choices are the multipolar
~ . D) Hamiltonian and the minimal coupling (p• A) Hamiltonian, which are related by a canonical
transformation [72, 73]. Here, we will not elaborate on the controversial issue of the exact equivalence
of both choices; an extensive literature exists which deals with this problem [74]. Suffice it to say that
discrepancies between the results of both pictures are ultimately due to the fact that approximations
(which are unavoidable in a practical calculation) affect them in a different way. We will use the
multipolar Hamiltonian for the two following reasons: (i) This choice allows for a straightforward
connection to the literature of the Bloch equations, which are used to describe nonlinear excited-state
dynamics of isolated molecules [22, 751. (ii) An easy connection to the popular local-field approach in
condensed systems is possible within this Hamiltonian [76]. A drawback of the multipolar Hamiltonian
is that it does not explicitly contain intermolecular interactions; these are instead carried by exchange of
photons between the molecules [77]. The interactions can be recovered by elimination of the radiation
field [781or by a procedure presented previously by us, that keeps the radiation field as a degree of
freedom [761.The latter procedure will be used below.
In the dipole approximation, the explicit form of the multipolar Hamiltonian for our system reads
[731:
H= ~ + ~ad _f ~(r).~~(r)dr+2~ f P~(r)~2dr+~ (2.1)m m
[throughout this paper, operators are indicated by a caret (O); the same symbol without caret denotes
the expectation value O(t)~(O(t))]. In eq. (2.1) 1-1~~is the Hamiltonian of the isolated molecule m
and Hrad is the contribution from the free radiation field. In second quantization, both can be expressed
using creation and annihilation operators,
Jim = hDQ&, (2.2)
J~I~J= II ~ kcâ~AâkA. (2.3)
Here, B~(Bm) denotes the creation (annihilation) operator for an excitation on molecule m. These
operators commute for different molecules, whereas for any single molecule they obey
[A , Em] ~ E,
0 + Em Q = I , (2 .4a)
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[EL, Em] ELEm — AmEL —f + Wm. (2.4b)
The last equality defines the molecular population operator, which, combining eqs. (2.4a) and (2.4b),
can also be written as
= 2ELE~. (2.4c)
Evidently, this operator has eigenvalue zero in the ground state and 2 in the excited state. For harmonic
oscillators (bosons), eq. (2.4a) does not hold and Wm as defined in eq. (2.4b) vanishes identically.
Therefore, neglecting this operator for two-level molecules is referred to as the Bose approximation
[42, 58, 61]. In eq. (2.3), the operators â~5and ~kA create and annihilate a photon with wave vector k
and transverse polarization A (A = 1, 2), respectively. They obey Bose commutation relations,
[âkA, â~A] = ~kk’~AA’’ [âkA, ak,A.] = 0, (2.5)
and they commute with all material operators. Furthermore, k k~and c is the velocity of light in
vacuum.
The third term in eq. (2.1) gives the interaction between the radiation field and the molecules. P(r) is
the polarization field in the medium, which in the dipole approximation may be written as
i’(r) = ~ Iim6(r — Tm). (2.6a)
Here i’~mdenotes the total dipole operator of molecule m (position rm), which can be written as
I~m= i~m[Am + EL), (2.6b)
with p~the transition dipole matrix element of molecule m. Ii~(r)denotes the transverse part of the
electric displacement field at position r and is related to the transverse part of the Maxwell electric-field
operator E(r) by
b’(r) = E’(r) + 4ir~(r). (2.7)
We stress that in the multipolar Hamiltonian, the displacement field bL(r) (and not the Maxwell field
E~)is the conjugate momentum of the vector potential A(r), so that in second quantization D’(r) is
totally expressed in terms of radiation creation and annihilation operators only. Explicitly, we have [731
A~(r)= ~ (2~c) [âkA exp(ik. r) + â~exp(—ik. r)]ekA, (2.8a)
1/2
= ~ (2~rhkc) [âkA exp(ik. r) — a~5exp(—ik. r)]ekA, (2.8b)
with V the quantization volume, taken equal to the crystal volume in all calculations, and e~5(A = 1, 2)
the transverse unit polarization vectors belonging to the wave vector k. We work in the Coulomb gauge,
so that the longitudinal part of the vector potential vanishes. Of course, the longitudinal part of the
displacement field also vanishes, because there are no free charges in our system. The transverse
electric field in second quantization is now defined by eq. (2.7), in combination with eqs. (2.6) and
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(2.8b). In general, the longitudinal part of the electric field, E11, does not vanish, but is fully determined
by the polarization field through the relation EH
The fourth term in eq. (2.1) is a self-energy, in which P~(r)is the transverse polarization field caused
by molecule m only. For two-level molecules this term is an infinite constant which does not contribute
to the evolution, so that it is often omitted completely from the Hamiltonian. Finally, the last term in
eq. (2.1), T, represents the kinetic energy related to the nuclear motion (phonons).
To calculate optical response, coupled equations of motion for the expectation values of dynamical
variables (e.g., the polarization field) are ideal. Such equations can be obtained from the expectation
values of Heisenberg equations of motion, supplemented with some factorization approximation to
truncate the coupling to increasingly more complicated variables (sections 3 and 4). A great advantage
of an equation-of-motion approach is that, unlike the density-matrix approach in the Schrödinger
picture [19—23],it does not involve the tedious calculation of the eigenstates of the total system.
Instead, we focus directly on the relevant dynamical variables which carry the information necessary for
a given measurement. The complete dynamical information as given by the eigenstates is usually too
complex and not required for most applications involving complex systems in condensed phases.
We have shown earlier [76] that the Heisenberg equations of motion for material operators within
the multipolar Hamiltonian, can be written in a form which explicitly contains the instantaneous
Coulomb interactions between the molecules, and the interactions between the molecular dipoles and
the transverse Maxwell field E (instead of Di). It is essential that in the derivation of these equations,
we split the (transverse) displacement field according to eq. (2.7), i.e., in terms of the transverse electric
and polarization fields. An alternative approach that uses D’ = D = E + 4ir~, leads to equations of a
very different form, in which the instantaneous interactions are not readily recognized. It is straightfor-
ward to extend the derivation of ref. [76]to the present situation where also nuclear motion is possible.
For an arbitrary operator Q (material, radiation, or mixed), we find (all operators taken at time t)
(1/i) d~/dt= LQ , (2.9a)
hL~= [&at + &(l~ ~]- - ~ {[~m’ ~] E’(r~
7)+ E’(r,~).[am’ ~1~}
- ~ {~ [ii’(T~), ~] + [b’(r~~), ~] ~}. (2.9b)
Here, Hmai denotes a material Hamiltonian which consists of three well-known parts,
‘mai = + + k~. (2.10)
~~exis the usual Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian [42]
= h[2 ~ ELEm + ~ ~‘ J(T~~)(Q + E~)(E~ + En), (2.11)
m m.n
where the second term accounts for the instantaneous dipole—dipole interactions between the molecules
in their equilibrium positions and orientations (the prime excludes terms with m = n from the
summation). We have defined Tm,, Tm — r,,, where, from now on, rm denotes the equilibrium position
of molecule m. The explicit form of the interaction reads
3 5hJ(r)=p~.(1!r—3rr!r ~ (2.12)
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with .t the molecular transition dipole in the equilibrium configuration (equal for all molecules on the
lattice). Of course, short-range interactions (e.g., exchange), which have been omitted from the
Hamiltonian from the very start (eq. 2.1), can be added heuristically to J(r). The second term in eq.
(2.10) is the energy of the phonons, which are treated within the harmonic approximation [42, 79],
Hph = hE 12qsbqs17qs. (2.13)
Here, b~(eqs) is the creation (annihilation) operator for a phonon with wave vector q in branch s and
1~12qsis its energy. ~ and bq
5 obey Bose commutation relations [cf. eq. (2.5)].
Finally, the last contribution to Hmai is the exciton—phonon interaction, which arises from the
dependence of the intermolecular interactions and the Van der Waals shifts on the displacements of the
nuclear coordinates from their equilibrium values. To lowest (linear) order in these displacements, we
can write [42, 60a]
Hep = ~ [F~(k,q) + x~(q)]E~+qEk(~qs+ ~qs)’ (2.14)
k,q.s




Of course, these operators are periodic on the reciprocal lattice and the inverse transformations read
Em = ~ Ek exp(ik Tm), EL = ~ E~exp(—ik Tm), (2.15c, d)
1BZ IBZ
where the k summations extend over the first Brillouin zone only. Fç(k, q) and x~(~)are complex
coupling constants that can be expressed in the first derivatives of the intermolecular interactions and
the Van der Waals shifts, respectively, with respect to the nuclear displacements [42]. They obey the
symmetry relations F~(k,q) = F~(k + q, — q) and x~(q) = x~(— q) (the asterisk denotes the complex
conjugate), which guarantees that ‘~epis Hermitian. It is noteworthy that in the delocalized representa-
tion of eq. (2.14), F~(k,q) and x5(q) multiply the same operators, so that their sum may be replaced by
a single total coupling constant, which we will write i~,(k,q). In the standard reference [42]for Hep, this
is not the case, as a result of improper use of translational symmetry. This completes the discussion of
Hmai in eq. (2.9b).
All other contributions to this equation speak for themselves. In the last two r.h.s. terms, the
equilibrium positions and orientations for the molecules are implied, in agreement with the common
neglect of direct photon—phonon interactions [60, 80]. Clearly, for a purely material operator Q, eq.
(2.9) reduces to eq. (12) of ref. [76], with additional contributions due to exciton—phonon interactions.
Equation (2.9) is the basis for all equations of motion that are used in this paper. In general, eq. (2.9)
will result in an infinite hierarchy of coupled dynamical equations whereby single-body operators are
successively coupled to more complex quantities. Fortunately, the optical response to electromagnetic
fields that are not too strong, requires the explicit introduction of only few-particle states. This allows us
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to truncate the hierarchy at a very early stage. We shall demonstrate in the coming sections how a
truncation at the two-particle or even the single-particle level is adequate for the calculation of a variety
of optical measurements. This situation is formally very similar to the zero-temperature many-body
theory where a few quasiparticles dominate the dynamical behavior [44, 81].
We conclude this section by giving the definition for the spatial and temporal Fourier transforms of
an arbitrary function f(T, t).
f(k, w) = f dr f dt f(T, t) exp(—ik. T + iwt). (2.16a)
The inverse transform then reads
ffr, t) = ~ J dw f(k. w) exp(ik. r — iwt), (2. 16b)
where the k summation extends over all Brillouin zones.
3. Nonlinear optical response of excitons
3.1. Operator equations and linear optics
In this section, we consider the exciton theory of nonlinear optical response. This is the conventional
approach, in which the electric field E’ is treated as an external c-number. Equivalently, in equations
of motion, the expectation value (QE’), with Q an arbitrary material operator, is always factored into
(Q)(E ). All material variables can then be expanded in powers of (E’). For the polarization field,
the expansion coefficients define the susceptibilities or response functions [19—22].In combination with
the Maxwell equations, the susceptibilities suffice to calculate the optical signal. In this approach, the
susceptibilities are completely determined by the evolution of the isolated material system with
instantaneous intermolecular interactions, i.e., by the eigenstates of Hmai, which are the Coulomb
excitons. This approach does not, therefore, account for the fact that in low-temperature crystals
strongly mixed coherent combinations of photons and excitons (polaritons [57, 58]) occur as eigen-
modes; polariton effects will be studied in section 4.
The first step in the exciton theory consists of deriving equations of motion for the exciton operators
Bk and B~k(with k in the first Brillouin zone) from eq. (2.9). Throughout this paper, we neglect
Umklapp contributions to E’, i.e., we neglect Fourier components E’(k, t) with k outside the first
Brillouin zone. This approximation is customary (see, e.g., ref. [57]) and has in the context of the
multipolar Hamiltonian been discussed in ref. [76]. Using the commutation relation (2.4b), the
following compact form for the equations of motion can now be obtained (all operators taken at time t):
I d Ak — —12 — J(k) — .~(k) — J(k) ~ Ek
i dt ~ J(k) 12+J(k)+,~*(k)) E~
-k + 2Q~ [2Qph .E’(k)+~i1(k)](’) -k (3.1)
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Here, J(k) is the lattice Fourier transform of the intermolecular interaction
~ J(rm)exp(—ikTm). (3.2)
m+O
Because the lattice model described in section 2 is centrosymmetric, we have J(k) = J(—k). Further-
more, 1(k) [= 1(—k)] is the complex exciton self-energy which accounts for the effect of phonon
scattering on the electronic evolution. In appendix A we discuss a procedure to calculate .~(k)and
obtain, to second order in the exciton—phonon interaction, the well-known expressions [42]
(3.3a)
~(k)-~P~F(k q)~2( (~qs)T - + ~ ), (3.3b)
h2N ~ 12k+q — 12k — 12qs 12k+q — 11k +
F(k) = ~ E IF~(k,q)~2[(nq~~T8(Qk+q— Ilk — hlqs) + (nqs + l~T8(Qk+q — Ilk — 12~qs)] (3.3c)
Here, 11k is the frequency of the Coulomb exciton with wave vector k (eq. 3.6), (nqs ) T denotes the
thermal (Bose—Einstein) occupation number of phonons with wave vector q in branch s, and P stands
for the principal part. 1(k) is the damping rate of the exciton induced by the phonon bath; z~(k)is the
phonon induced frequency shift, which will henceforth be neglected. 1(k) plays a crucial role in the
occurrence of polarit’on effects (section 4.1).
Returning to eq. (3.1), p N/V denotes the average molecular density in the crystal and, finally,
tiE [J(k’)VN(Ek, + E11k,) — ph1,~ E’(k’), I~i7(k— k’)]~. (3.4)
Here, the k’ summation (as from now on all wave vector sums in this paper) extends over the first
Brillouin zone only, and 1~u/(k— k’) is the lattice Fourier transform of the population operator,
Vi7(k — k’) ~ i~i/,,,exp[—i(k— k’) Tm] = E E~+kAk+k~. (3.5)
Let us first consider eq. (3.1) without the inhomogeneous source terms multiplying the vector (2k).
This defines an eigenvalue problem whose solutions are the annihilation operator for the Coulomb
exciton at wave vector k and the creation operator for the Coulomb exciton at —k, in terms of Bk and
B11k [42]. The Coulomb exciton frequency is determined by the secular equation of the problem and
easily found to be Ilk — iF(k), with
ulk={Il[12+2J(k)]}”2. (3.6)
For J(k)~~ 11, which is almost by definition the case in molecular crystals [42, 48], this yields
11 + J(k). This is known as the Heitler—London approximation and is obtained directly ifone does
not use second quantization. In this approximation, the Coulomb excitons are simply created (annihi-
lated) by B~(Bk) [42]. The excitons respond to the source term in eq. (3.1), which contains a linear
(—E’) and a nonlinear (‘—.A~)contribution. The latter is the source of nonlinear optical response and
vanishes identically for harmonic oscillators [W(k) 0]. We note that in the present paper 17(k) is the
only source of nonlinearities. In systems with multilevel (and polar two-level) molecules, other sources
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arise from intermolecular interaction terms that are cubic and quartic in the molecular exciton creation
and annihilation operators [47, 59]. Such terms even give rise to nonlinearities if a Bose approximation
is applied, which is usually done in the literature considering this kind of nonlinearities. In reality, both
types of nonlinearities will occur.
It proves useful to rewrite eq. (3.1) by introducing the variables
~(k) ~(Ek + Eik), ~(k) \/N(Ek - Atk). (3.7a, b)
P(k) equals, up to a factor ,.t, the material polarization field. Adding and subtracting the temporal
Fourier transforms of the two equations contained in eq. (3.1) and eliminating V(k, w), we obtain
{—[w + iF(k)]2 + I2~}i~(k,w) =2Qph~~t.E(k, w) + .ifil(k, w), (3.8a)
iit(k, w) = ~ f dw’ E [J(k’)P(k’, w’) — ph~ E’(k’, w’), l~7(k— k’, w — w’)]~. (3.8b)
Alternatively, we can write
J/((k, w) (2Q~ f dw’fdw”~~ [12—w”—iF(k”)][Il+ w — w’— w”+iF(k—k’ —(2irN) k’ k’
x [J(k’)i~(k’, w’) — (p/t1)btt . E’(k’, w’), i~(k”,w”)i~(k— k’ — k”, w — w’ —
(3.8c)
where l~7(k,w) has been reexpressed using eq. (3.5) and the exact relations
13k(w) = [12+ w + iF(k)]i~(k,w)/(21l\/7~,~), (3.9a)
Elk(w) = [12— w — iF(k)]i~(k,w)!(212\IN). (3.9b)
Here, Ek(w) denotes the temporal Fourier transform of E~(t),and not the Hermitian conjugate
[Bk(w)]1of Ek(w). Of course, we have E~(w) = [Ek(—w)]~Relations (3.9) follow easily from eqs. (3.1)
and (3.7). Transforming eq. (3.8a) back to the time domain, it becomes clear that we have replaced two
first-order (in time) differential equations by a single second-order equation.
To conclude this subsection, we discuss the simple case of linear optics, governed by the first-order
susceptibility. We first note that, in practice, susceptibilities are defined using discrete Fourier
decompositions for the expectation values of the fields, instead of the Fourier transforms eq. (2.16) [19,
22, 68, 82]. The electric field is then written in the form
E~(r,t) = ~ [E
1~exp(ik1 T — iw1t) + c.c.] , (3.10)
where j labels a few modes which are essential in the experiment. w1 (>0) and Ic1 are related by the
dispersion relation of the crystal. The Fourier transform eq. (2.16) for this field reads
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Similar decompositions are possible for, e.g., the polarization field P. The coefficients appearing in
the expansion of the amplitudes P1 in terms of powers of the electric-field amplitudes E~,are now the
susceptibilities [19, 22, 68, 82]. The first-order susceptibility is easily obtained from eq. (3.8a). Namely,
the part of the polarization that is linear in the electric field is found by neglecting the nonlinearity
~iU(k).After taking expectation values and substituting eq. (3.11) and its analogue for the polarization,
we obtain
= = ~ w1) E~, (3.12a)
with the linear susceptibility tensor
— E(k, w) — 1 211ptF’~.qL
x (k, w) = 4~T = —[w + iF(k)]2 + ~ (3.12b)Here, and throughout the paper, superscripts in parentheses indicate the order in the electric field
amplitudes. r(k, w) is the frequency and wave-vector dependent dielectric tensor. Equation (3.12b) is a
standard result (see, e.g., ref. [42]); for crystals containing molecules with more than two well-
separated levels, eq. (3.12) gives the contribution of each level to the linear susceptibility. In the
remainder of this section, we will address the nonlinear optical response of the crystal by including the
effect of .1i1(k) in various approximate ways.
3.2. The single-particle description: frequency-domain four-wave mixing
The first nonlinear optical technique that we discuss is frequency-domain four-wave mixing. We
consider a situation with three fundamental fields [j= 1, 2, 3 in eq. (3.10)] and are interested in the
signal at (ks, w
5) (k1 — k2 + k3, w1 — + w3). To lowest order in the field amplitudes E~,this is
determined by the third-order susceptibility, which is defined through
= ~ ns~
3~(—k
5— ~ k1w1, —Ic2 — w2, k3w3)~E~E~*E~, (3.13)
where p~
3)is the discrete Fourier coefficient of the polarization field with wave vector k
5 and frequency
w~to third order in the electric field amplitudes. We note that ~ is the lowest nonlinearity allowed by
the present model, since ~ vanishes for a centrosymmetric medium [21].
To evaluate ~ we take the expectation value of eq. (3.8a) with (k, w) = (k5, ~~)• The nonlinear
source term for the third-order polarization is (J11(k5, ~ which involves the expectation values of
products of two and three “single-particle” operators [(E’ ~(PP ~ and (PPP) in eq. (3 .8c)]. For these
products, new equations of motion must be derived, which will involve yet higher-order products of
operators, etc. In order to truncate the thus generated hierarchy of equations of motion [61], a
factorization approximation must be invoked that breaks apart expectation values of products of
operators into products of expectation values. It is natural to start with the simplest possible truncation,
which consists of factoring (.1U) completely into single-particle expectation values. A typical contribu-
tion to .1tt
13~(k~, then reads
~ ~ ~ (J(k
1)P~— E~)P~P~.
The first-order polarizations in this expression are obtained from the linear approximation to eq. (3.8a)
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and straightforward algebra leads to





- — 1) + permutations of j = 1,2,3, (3.14a)
~fl.3, a)3)
~(k, w) —[a) + iF(k)]
2 + 12~. (3.14b)
The permutations of (k
1, a)1), (— k2, — a)2), and (k3, w3) account for the different time orderings with
which the electric fields can interact with the sample [23]. Expression (3.14a) can be simplified if the
three following conditions hold: (i) J(k)~~zg12 for all k, which is generally the case; (ii) w1 — (2k~~
J(k1)~(off-resonance fundamental waves); (iii) w~— ~‘ 12, so that the rotating wave approximation
(RWA) [75] can be applied to the signal wave. We then obtain
X (~kç— ~ k1 w1, —k2 — a)2, k3w3)
= 2p( ~q.q.qz/h
3)[w~ — Ilk + i1(k~)] ‘[w~— Ilk + iF(k
1)] ‘ [w~— 12k7 — uT(k2)]
+ permutations of j = 1,2,3 . (3.15)
We note that contributions which are anti-rotating with respect to the fundamental frequencies are still
contained in this expression. They are hidden in the permutations; for example, interchanging (k1, w1)
and (—k,, —w2) results in two anti-rotating denominators.
It is instructive at this point to make a connection to the (damped) anharmonic oscillator picture,
which is a popular way to think about nonlinear response [19, 22]. If we take the expectation value of
eq. (3.8) in the single-particle factorization and transform back to the time domain, we find [neglecting
1(k)
2 with respect to 12~]
P(k, t) + 21(k)P(k, t) + 12~P(k,t) = 212ph1 j.t . E’(k, t) + .1U(k, t), (3.16a)
~1l(k,t) = — —~ E E [ph’~.t . E’(k’, t) — J(k’)P(k’, t)]{[1l — iT(k”)]P(k”, t) — iP(k”, t)}
x {[12 + iF(k — k’ — k”)]P(k — k’ — k”, t) + iP(k — k’ — k”, t)} . (3.16b)
Equation (3.16a) represents a set of damped harmonic oscillators, coupled by anharmonic driving
terms. The oscillator picture can be pushed even further, if we realize that all intermolecular
interactions can be eliminated from eqs. (3.16) by introducing the local electric field through
~i EL(k, t)—jt •E~(k,t) — (h/p)J(k)P(k, t) . (3.17a)
For dipolar interactions in the continuum (k—* 0) limit, this coincides with the Lorentz local field [19,
22, 83]
EL(k, t) E(k, t) + ~ITP(k, t). (3. 17b)
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Here we used J(k) = 4~ph’~z. (kklk2 — 1/3). ~ for the dipole sum [84-86] and E11 = —4irPM as there
are no free charges in the system (div D = 0). The equation of motion (3.16a) can now be rewritten
P(k, t) + 21(k)P(k, t) + 122P(k, t) = 212ph’~z EL(k, t) + iU(k, t). (3.18)
In T-space, this equation takes the compact form
P(T, t) + 21P(T, t) + 122P(r, t) 211p111z EL(r, t) + ./tt(T, t), (3.19a)
with T an arbitrary lattice site and
.At(T, t) = —(p~..t/h12) EL(T, t)[(1l — iF)P(r, t) — iP(T, t)][(12 + iF)P(T, t) + iP(T, t)] . (3.19b)
Here, the k dependence of the damping is neglected; otherwise, a local picture is, of course, impossible.
The polarization at every site behaves like an oscillator driven by the local electric field and by
anharmonic (nonlinear) “forces”. It is noteworthy that the anharmonicity is a function of both the
“position” (P) and the “velocity” (P) of the oscillator; in heuristic anharmonic oscillator models, one
usually assumes an anharmonicity in the position only [19, 22].
The fact that the single-particle factorization used here leads to a local-field description, is not
surprising and agrees with the more general conclusion that any theory that uses a factorization of
single-molecule variables is equivalent to the local-field approximation [76]. Consequently, it must be
possible to write the susceptibility eq. (3.14a) as the third-order molecular polarizability
y(—~~w
1, —w2, w3) multiplied by appropriate local-field correction factors [19, 22]. We check this
explicitly. ~ is easily obtained from eq. (3.14a) by setting J(k) = 0 and p = 1. We then find
=(3)
x (—ks — ~ k1a)1, —k2 — w2, k3w3)
~1(~) Ai(a)1) ~(—~2) ~(a)3)
= ~ ~(kç,~) ~(k1, a)1) ~(—k2,—w2) ~(k3, w3) y(’°~a)1, —w2, w3), (3.20a)
L1(a)) —(w + il)
2 + ~ (3.20b)
The first three numerators in eq. (3.20a) simply cancel the molecular resonances in y. We now restrict
our treatment for simplicity to the case that all wave vectors are perpendicular to the dipoles. Then, for
optical wave vectors and dipolar interactions [84—86],
J(k) = —(4~r/3h)p~t2. (3.21)
Combining this with eq. (3.12b), it is easily found that
L1(a))//i(k, w) = ~[r(k, w) + 2], (3.22)
so that eq. (3.20a) is indeed of the familiar local-field form [19, 22]. We finally note that cascading
contributions to ~ which are usually found in a local-field approach [21,82, 87], are absent here,
because the second-order polarizability vanishes for nonpolar two-level molecules.
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3.3. The two-particle description: degenerate four-wave mixing
In this section, we extend our study of frequency-domain four-wave mixing by relaxing the
single-particle factorization. Instead of factorizing (.At(k, a))) in the expectation value of eq. (3.8a) [or
eq. (3.1)] completely, we only factor the population W(k — k’) from it. We thus do not break up the
population into single-particle variables, as we did in section 3.2. We then obtain from eq. (3.1) [with
Bk(t)ns (Ek(t))]
(1/i) dBk(t)/dt = —[12 + J(k) — iF(k)]Bk(t) — J(k)B~k(t)+ ph~t E’(k, t)
+ E [J(k’)P(k’,t) — ph’~t E’(k’, t)]W(k — k’, t), (3.23)
and a similar equation for B~k(t)= (Elk(t)).
W(k — k’, t) now appears as a new variable. However, instead of pursuing the hierarchy by deriving
an equation for the population itself, it proves more useful to introduce the two-particle variables
Q(k, p, t) (E~k/,(t)EP+k/2(t))
~ (E~(t)En(t))exp[—ik•(Tm+Tn)/2+ip•(Tm~Tn)1, (3.24a)
m . n
which are the diagonal elements (k = 0) and coherences (k  0) of the exciton density matrix in the
momentum representation. From the last form of eq. (3.24a), it is clear that k is conjugate to the
exciton center of mass; p is related to the classical exciton momentum. The significance of the k and p
variables may be clarified by switching to the Wigner representation for the exciton density matrix. This
is done in section 3.5, where we also make the connection to common transport equations such as the
Boltzmann equation. The exciton population can now be written [ci. eq. (3.5)],
W(k, t) = E Q(k, p, t). (3.24b)
As next step in the hierarchy we now consider the equation of motion for Q(k, p, t). We first
concentrate on the electronic (coherent) part of this equation, i.e., without accounting for phonons.
This is obtained from (k1 nsp — k12; k., nsp + k12)
(d[E~(t)Ek(t)] !dt) = ([dEk(t) /dt] Ak (t)) + (E~(t)dEk(t) !dt)
and eq. (3.1) without the self-energy terms. In the final result the following approximations are made:
(i) (E’) is factored from all other variables (exciton theory!); (ii) we neglect terms coupling to
variables of the form (A~(t)E1k(t)) and (Bk(t)Bk,(t)), which is equivalent to invoking the
Heitler—London approximation on this level of the hierarchy; (iii) we neglect all variables which are
higher than bilinear in the exciton variables (such as (WB)), as they eventually result in contributions
to the polarization that are of order four and higher in the electric field amplitudes. The leading order
for four-wave mixing processes is three. The phonon (incoherent) contribution to Q(k, p, t) is, to
second order in the exciton—phonon interaction, derived in appendix A. The total equation of motion
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then reads,
Q(k, p, t) = [J(p — k/2) — J(p + k/2)]Q(k, p, t) — ~ ~(k; p, p’)Q(k, p’, t)
— (~!hV)[BP+k/2(t)~ E’(—p + k12, 1)— B~k/2(t)~.E’(p + k!2, t)]. (3.25)
The first r.h.s. term describes the free-exciton motion and the last term represents a source for
two-particle coherences created by electric fields in a sample in which a polarization already exists. The
second r.h.s. term in eq. (3.25) is due to the phonon bath, where the complex self-energy matrix has
the form
.I(k; p, p’) = [.~(p + k12) — ,~*(p— k/2)]6~~.
~ (3.26)
Here, .~‘.(k)has been defined in eq. (3.3) and 2(k1, k2, k3) is given in eq. (A.13). Note that .~(k;p, p’)
consists of the independent sum of the self-energies of the excitons B~k/2and BP+k/2 that make up the
coherence Q(k, p, t) (T1-processes) [22, 75] and additional contributions (I) due to the correlated
dynamics of these excitons (T~-or pure dephasing processes [22, 75]). Due to the pure dephasing
contributions, the single-particle factorization in section 3.2 breaks down; this will be seen explicitly in
the result eq. (3.33). It is important to observe that the phonon bath only induces coupling (scattering)
between coherences with different p values. The variable k is conserved in eq. (3.25), which is a
consequence of the system’s translational symmetry and the thennal average performed over the
phonon bath in appendix A. We also note from eq. (3.26) that for k = 0 the self-energy is purely
imaginary. The physical explanation for this is that a diagonal density matrix element has no frequency
associated with it, and hence no frequency shifts either. Equations (3.23)—(3.25) form a closed set and
govern our two-particle description of excited state dynamics.
To study frequency-domain response, we apply temporal Fourier transforms and introduce the
variable P defined in eq. (3.7) to obtain
{—[a) + iF(k)]
2 + (1~}P(k,a)) = 2ulpIl’ E’(k, a))
+ ~ fdw’ E [J(k’)P(k’, w’) — ph~z E’(k’, w’)] E Q(k— k’, p, a) — a)’), (3.27a)
and, using eqs. (3.9),
—wQ(k, p, w) = [J(p — k/2) — J(p + k/2)]Q(k, p, a)) — ~ 1~(k;p, p’)Q(k, p’, w)
— (2hQ) Jdw’ {[Q + ~‘ + iF(p + k12)]P(p + k/2, a)’)~ E’(—p + k12, w — a)’)
— [11— w’ — il(—p + k/2)]P(—p + k/2, w’)~z. E’(p + k/2, w — a)’)}. (3.27b)~
These equations have to be iterated in order to obtain the third-order susceptibility.
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Instead of treating the general case, however, we will direct our attention to the degenerate
four-wave mixing (D4WM) experiment [28—35].In this experiment, two fundamental fields exist,
(k1, a)1) and (k2, a)2) and the nonlinear signal at k, = 2k1 — k2, w~= 2w1 — a)2 is observed while the
frequency difference w1 — a)2 is tuned through zero. We will assume that w1, a)2, and 2a)1 — a)2 are all far
from the material resonance and we solely concentrate on contributions to the third-order polarization
that have possible resonances at a)1 — a)2. Furthermore, we restrict our study to the Haken—Strobl
model for the phonon-induced self-energies [54,88]. Within this simple model, the basic equations are
[d(Em(t)) /dt]Ph = — ~ (1’ + y)( Em(t)) , (3.28a)
[d( AL(t)E,,(t)) /dtlPh = —[t(1 — ~nm)+ y](EL(t)E~(t)), (3.28b)
where [ ~ denotes the phonon contribution. These equations imply for the self-energies
—il(k) = —1(1’ + y)/
2, 2(k; p, p’) = —i(t + y)8,,,,, + if’/N. (3.28c, d)
The parameters t and y are usually taken real, so that only imaginary self-energy contributions are
included. I is the pure dephasing rate and ‘y represents the population relaxation rate. The main
motivation to use this model is that it allows for analytical results, while still preserving the essential
physical aspects related to pure dephasing. Previous studies of D4WM (using response theory [36]) and
of transient gratings [40, 55] in crystals have also used the Haken—Strobl model.
Given our microscopic expressions for the self-energies derived in appendix A, we can in principle
improve the theory. Yet alternative (Markovian and non-Markovian) exciton self-energy models have
been proposed within the theory of optical absorption in molecular crystals [89—91].However, both the
evaluation of more realistic self-energies and the subsequent solution of the equations of motion will
involve extensive numerical calculations. Other, probably more practical improvements over the
Haken-Strobl model lie in the connection between the equation of motion (3.25) and the Boltzmann
equation (section 3.5). This connection enables us to utilize the well-developed methods for solving the
Boltzmann equation within transport theory.
We now calculate the third-order susceptibility for the D4WM setup. Define kg k
1 — k2,
Pg (k1 + k2)12 (g stands for “grating”) and let Qg(P) denote the component at wave vector kg and
frequency w1 — w2 in the discrete Fourier decomposition of the two-particle coherences. From eq.
(3.27a) we then obtain for the third-order polarization at the signal wave vector and frequency and with
a possible resonance at a)1 — a)2,
p(




p~ has already been solved in section 3.1 and from eq. (3.27b) it follows that the Q~2~’(p)for different
p values obey the coupled equations
— w
2)Q~
2)(p)= [J(p — kg/2) — J(p + kg/2) + i(t + y)]Q~(p)
— i ~ Q~(P’)+ + UA6~.pg• (3.30)
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Here, O~R6pp and are “source terms” that originate from the, last r.h.s. term of eq. (3.27b).
Using eq. (3.12b) for the first-order polarizations, we find
+ w
1 + i(t+ y)12 12 + — i(t+ y)/2~ 1*(TR—Ph ~ ~1(k1,w1) — ~(—k2,—a)2)
_ — Ilk + i(t+ y)/2]’ — [~2 — Ilk — i(I’+ y)/2]
1}~ E~ .E±*, (3.31a)
2(ul—w1—i(t+y)12 Q—w2+i(I~+y)/2\ , ,~
____________ — ~(—k2,—w2) )~L.E1/L.E2
~ph
2{[w
1 + Ilk +i(I’+ y)I2]~— [w2+ 12k—i(I’+ y)12]1}jz Ej~i.E~*, (3.31b)
where the approximations hold if J(k
1)~,J(k2)~~ 11. Obviously, OR~pp and 0A~p.~pare the rotating
and anti-rotating sources for the two-particle coherences, respectively,~andthey tra~tsforminto each
other if (k1, w1) and (— k2, — w2) are interchanged. In section 3.2 the same interchange of rotating and
anti-rotating terms under permutation of the fundamental fields was observed (eq. 3.15).
Equation (3.30) is solved in appendix B and yields
+ )
p —iw12 — i[J(k2) — J(k1)] + (F + y) —iw12 — i[J(k1) — J(k5)] + (I + y)
~ (1_~E[_iw12_iJ(P_kgI2)+iJ(P+kgI2)+t+y]~1)~
1, (3.32)
where ~12 — ~ Combining eqs. (3.29), (3.12b), (3.31), and (3.32), the third-order susceptibility
is easily found. To simplify the result, we apply the RWA with respect to the fundamental fields
(UA ~~e0)as well as the signal field. Furthermore, we use w
1 — Ilj ~‘ J(k1)~(w1 is off-resonance), so
that J(k1 ~p ~1) in eq. (3.29) is negligible relative to ph E ~-. Finally, we use the approximate identity
(~12+Qk,Qki+1(F+Y)
~12~ J(k2)—J(k1)+i(t+y) 1.
This relation becomes an exact identity within the Heitler—London approximation (HLA)
11k =
(2 + J(k). Here, we do not obtain an exact identity, because the HLA has not been invoked in eq.
(3.29) for the polarization, whereas it is used in the equation for the two-particle variables. We finally
obtain
—~~k
1a)1, —Ic2 — ~ k1a)1)
~
x (i — E [—iw12— iJ(p — kgI2) + iJ(p + kg/2) + t+ v]’). (3.33)
We immediately observe that this result is the product of the rotating part of eq. (3.15), which was
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obtained in the single-particle factorization, and a dephasing-induced factor which is unity if F 0. In
other words, in the presence of pure dephasing, the single-particle description breaks down.
Loring and Mukamel [36]were the first to calculate the D4WM susceptibility for a molecular crystal,
within the Haken—Strob! model for dephasing and using Liouville-space Green-function techniques.
Specific application was made for a one-dimensional system with nearest-neighbor interactions, for
which the sum over the momenta p in eq. (3.33) can be evaluated. Their analysis of the D4WM signal
for various limiting cases is also possible from our general expression (3.33). The signal intensity
S(k~,w~)is, within the slowly varying amplitude approximation, proportional to ~3~(—k~— w5 k1 w1,
— ~ k~w1)~
2.Any frequency dependences deriving from the first three denominators in eq. (3.33)
may be neglected, as we assumed that a)
1, a)2 and w, are off-resonance. The only frequency dependence
in S(k~,w5) then emerges from the last factor in eq. (3.33).
Three limiting cases are now of special interest [36].First, we consider non-interacting molecules
[J(k) = 0] and find
S(k~,w~)~1+ t(I~+2y)/(w~2+ y
2). (3.34)
This signal has a Lorentzian resonance at w
12 = 0, whose width is the inverse of the excited-state
lifetime. The resonance vanishes in the absence of dephasing. These dephasing-induced resonances
have been observed by Bloembergen et al. [31] in the gas phase and have been denoted PIER4
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Fig. 2. PIER4 signal characteristics in Na as a function of buffer gas pressure F31b]. (a) Ratio of peak height to nonresonant signal; (b) resonance
full width; (c) integrated intensity of resonant signal.
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resonance in Na induced by the buffer gas He. (The dephasing rate .t is in this case proportional to the
He gas pressure.) In molecular crystals similar resonances have been observed by Hochstrasser et al.
[32] and have been denoted DICE (dephasing-induced coherent emission). An example is displayed in
fig. 3a and 3b. This resonance is similar to the one discussed here, except that it occurs at w12 equal to
some vibrational frequency rather than w12 = 0. This is a Raman transition which is totally analogous to
the D4WM resonance. In Hochstrasser’s experiment, w12 = —747 cm’ represents a vibrational mode
and in Bloembergen’s case w~2= 17 cm
1 is the splitting of the Na D lines. The unique and surprising
aspect of these resonances is that usually dephasing results in loss of coherence and line broadening,
whereas here, it induces new sharp resonances as w
12 is varied. The reason is a delicate interference of
various terms contributing to x
13~which exactly cancel in the absence of dephasing. The addition of
dephasing eliminates this cancellation and results in the new resonance [34, 23].
As a second special case, we consider molecules with arbitrary interactions in the absence of
dephasing. For F = 0, the Haken—Strobl model describes coherent exciton motion on the lattice, and
from eq. (3.33) it is clear that the D4WM signal exhibits no resonance as a function of co
12 in this limit.
We finally discuss the case of finite interactions in the strong dephasing (incoherent or diffusive)
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Fig. 3(a). Stationary four-wave mixing (coherent Raman) spectrum of a doped crystal (pentacene in benzoic acid) as a function of temperature
[32bl. The portion of the spectrum near to21 =747cm~
1is shown on an xpanded vertic l scale. Note th t the dephasing-induc d band at
= 747 cm~grows relative to the peak at to
21 = 755 cm~
twith increasing temperature. (b) Growth of the pure dephasing rateF(T) as a function
of temperature [32b],as derived from experimental measurements of the intensity of the dephasing-induced band at w~,= 747 cm_i. The solid line is
a fit to an Arrhenius form.
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model describes diffusive exciton motion. In appendix C it is shown that for arbitrary interactions and
dimensionality we now have
t(t+2y)
S(k~,w2) 1 + 2 + [y + (k1 — k2)
2D~]2 (3.35)




In the last step of eq. (3.36) we have used eq. (3.2). In the incoherent limit, the D4WM signal shows a
Lorentzian resonance with a width that is the sum of the inverse excited-state lifetime (y) and a
contribution from exciton motion (Dek~).The same result has been obtained for a disordered medium
[82]. In general, Dc is a tensor depending on the magnitude and the direction of kg; if, however, the
range of interactions is small compared to the characteristic length scale kg!~ of the experiment, eq.
(3.36) reduces for an isotropic d-dimensional system to
Dc = -~ ~ J
2(rm)r~. (3.37)
Alternatively, eq. (3.36) may be written as
~ ~~[kg•Ve(P)]2, (3.38a)
kg! IN 1’




1J~an effective exciton group velocity.
3.4. Time-domain four-wave mixing: transient grating and exciton dynamics
We now turn to the study of transient grating (TG) experiments within the exciton theory. The
following typical setup is considered (fig. 1). At time t = 0, two short excitation pulses, (k1, w1) and
(k2, w2), crossed under an angle 0 interfere in the sample and create an excitonic grating. The decay of
the grating as a result of dephasing and population relaxation is monitored by applying a probe pulse,
(k3, w3), at t = T. The observable is the time-integrated intensity of the nonlinear (“diffracted”) signal
with wave vector Ic2 = k1 — k2 + k3 and frequency w~= w1 — a)2 + o3 as a function of the pump-probe
delay r. The electric fields now take the form of eq. (3.10), except that EJ (j = 1,2,3) is replaced by
the pulse envelope Ef(t). For simplicity, we will consider square pulses with polarization parallel to the
molecular transition dipoles, with amplitudes E1, and with duration ~. All pulses are long compared to
an optical cycle (w1r1 ~ 1), but short (delta pulses) on the dynamical time scales in the sample.
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To describe this experiment microscopically, we use our equations of motion in the two-particle
factorization [eqs. (3.23)—(3.25)]. Working with the polarization as variable, eq. (3.23) takes the same
form as eq. (3.16a), but now with
.iU(k, t) = 211 E [J(k’)P(k’, t) — ph’z .E’(k’, t)]W(k — k’, t). (3.39)
To lowest (third) order in the pulse amplitudes, the observed polarization P(k2, t) is sourced by
.1U~
3~(k
2,t) in eq. (3.16a), and the only important contribution to .At~
3~(k
2,t) in eq. (3.39) arises from
the term k’ = k3. (In principle, third-order contributions are also obtained from k’ = k1 or k’ = —Ic2, but
these are very small due to negligible temporal overlap of pump and probe pulses.) We assume an
off-resonance probe pulse (!~3— I2!T3 ~‘ 1), so that the polarization envelope associated with it









1— Ic2, t). (3.40b)
Within the slowly varying envelope approximation [22], the observable now reads
S(T) J dt P~3~(t)I2~!2!w~2~(k1— k2, T)!2, (3.41a)
with i9~the probe pulse area defined by
1~3 ,uE
3r3!h. (3.41b)
In eq. (3.41a) we used the fact that E~(t)is a delta function on the dynamical time scale, so that
W(k1 — k2, t) does not vary appreciably during the pulse. According to eq. (3.41), the TG is determined
by the Fourier component of the exciton population at the grating wave vector kg Ic1 — k2 and at time
t = T. This result agrees with the usual diffraction picture [1, 2a, 55, 93] and was first derived
microscopically by Loring and Mukamel [56], using response theory. These authors also pointed out
limitations of the diffraction picture by showing that in general the temporal profile of the signal does
not follow that of the probe pulse.
The evolution of the population can be found from eqs. (3.24) and (3.25). During the pump-probe
delay, the last term in eq. (3.25), containing the electric field amplitudes, is, of course, absent. As in
the previous section, we restrict ourselves to the Haken—Strobl model for the phonon-induced
self-energies. If we define the Laplace transform of a time-dependent function f(t) by
f(s) = J dt f(t) exp(-st), (3.42)
then eq. (3.25) translates into
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SQ~2~(Icg,p, s) = [iJ(p — kg/2) — iJ(p + kg/2) — (.t’ + ‘Y)]Q12~(kg,p, s)
+ ~ Q~2~(k~,p’, s) + Q~2~(kg,p, t = 0). (3.43)
This equation has the same form as eq. (3.30) governing the D4WM experiment, except that —iw is
replaced by s and the source term is now determined by the grating’s initial condition Q~2~(kg,p, t = 0)
right after the pump pulses.
Before solving eq. (3.43), we first determine these initial conditions. As the pump pulses are short on
the dynamical time scale, the phonon bath has no time to establish correlations between the ket and bra
sides of the exciton density matrix (the crystal state is still a pure state), so that immediately following
the pump pulses we may use the factorization
p, t = 0) = (b~k/
2(0) ~ (1) ~ Ep+kg/2(0) ) (1) - (3.44a)
The first-order exciton amplitudes can be obtained by integrating the linear part of eq. (3.23) during the
pump pulses. In the RWA, assuming w1 — I2!i~~ 1 (j = 1,2), and neglecting intermolecular interac-
tions during the pulses, we find [56]
(Ak(0))”~=i\/~V(3~6kk+ ~2~kk7) , (3.44b)
and (B~(0))~
1~= [(Ek(0))W]*. Here the i~ (j = 1,2) denote the pump pulse areas defined in analogy
with eq. (3.41b). Thus
p, t = 0) = pV~
1~26PPg~ (3.44c)
with Pg (k1 + k2)12, as before. As most theories for the TG signal work within the site representation,
it is useful to mention that, using eq. (2.15), the present initial condition (a coherence of excitons at
wave vectors k1 and k2) translates into
(A~(0)E~(0))=!1~!
2cos(kg•rm/2)cos(kgTn/2). (3.45a)
Here we made the common assumptions that ~ = ~2 = i~and that the system is quasi one-dimensional
with k
1 + k2 perpendicular to the lattice vector [55, 56]. Equation (3.45a) is known as the coherent
initial condition, which contains site populations (m = n) as well as intersite coherences (m ~ n). It is
expected to be most relevant in the case of resonant pumping. Wong and Kenkre [93] have also
introduced the diagonal initial condition
(E~(o)A~(0))=I~!
2cos2(kg•rm/2)6mn, (3.45b)
which only contains populations. This condition is important in the case of off-resonance excitation
followed by ultrafast vibrational relaxation [4].
We will restrict our treatment to the case of coherent excitation. Combining eqs. (3.43), (3.44c),
(3.24b), and using appendix B, we eventually arrive at the Laplace transform of the population
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W(k1—k2,s)=2t~1i~{s—i[J(Ic2)—J(k1)]+F+y}
1
~ (~_ ~~[S_iJ(p_IcgI2)+iJ(p+kg/2)+t+y]~1). (3.46a)
This can be rewritten as
/ t i[.9;(p)_~(pg)] \1
~ (3.46b)
J(p — kg/2) — J(p + Icg12), (3.46c)
where the kg-dependence of S~(p)is suppressed for compactness.
One interesting exact result follows directly from eq. (3.46): in the absence of exciton dispersion
[J(Ic)= constant], or, in particular, in the absence of interactions, the population W(k
1 — Ic2, t) only
decays with the trivial rate y, independently of the scattering strength F. The TG signal thus decays with
rate 2y (eq. 3.41a). The physical explanation is that all coherences Q(k, p, t) now have the same
frequency (zero), so that they do not dephase with respect to each other and keep adding up coherently
to the population (eq. 3.24b) at all times, irrespective of the scattering rates between them. This result
is, of course, not restricted to the Haken—Strobl model.
In the case of general interactions, it is hard to transform eq. (3.46b) back to the time domain and
we will therefore restrict ourselves from now on to a study of the long-time behavior of the grating
signal. Analytical results valid for all times, have been derived by Garrity and Skinner for a
one-dimensional system with nearest-neighbor interactions [55].Their important conclusions concerning
the limits of coherent and incoherent motion on the experimental length scale, however, can also be
reached from our expression. We first note that the long-time limit, !t + ‘y — j~9~(p)!~~‘ 1, is governed
by the small s region (!s! ~ IF + ‘y — i.9(p)I) in the Laplace domain. Equation (3.46b) then yields
W(k1 — k2, t) = 2i~t~ exp(at), a = i~(pg)— ~ + ~ i[~(p) — (3.47a, b)
N p F+y—iS~(p)
In the remainder of this section, we will assume that ~
9(p~)= J(Ic
2) — J(Ic1) = 0, which holds under
very general symmetry conditions with respect to the experimental set-up. We further note that
~kg• Ve(P), with Ve(P) the exciton group velocity defined under eq. (3.38a). Let us first
concentrate on the limit of weak scattering: .9(p) ~‘ F + y for most p in the first Brillouin zone. This is




so that, using eq. (3.41a), we find for the intensity of the TG signal normalized to its initial value
S(T) = exp[—2(y + f)r]. (3.48b)
This result has also been found by Garrity and Skinner [55]. In the extreme case of F = 0, no grating
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decay is observed, apart from the trivial population decay exp(—2yt). This result is rigorous for all
times, as is directly seen from eq. (3.46b), and is easily understood: for F = 0 the coherent initial
condition is an exact eigenstate of the system. By contrast, the diagonal initial condition is a
superposition of eigenstates and leads, even in the case F = 0, to a nontrivial decay of the grating on a
time scale (kgVe)1 with v~a typical exciton group velocity (ballistic motion) [55, 93].
We now turn to the opposite limit of strong scattering, F ~‘ y and t ~‘ .9(p) (all p), where the exciton
scattering length is much smaller than the grating length scale (diffusive or incoherent motion).
Equation (3.47b) then reduces to
a = —-y — DeIk
1 — Ic2!
2, (3.49a)
with Dc the exciton diffusion constant as defined in eq. (3.36). In the derivation of eq. (3.49a), we used
that ~ = 0, as is explained in appendix C. We now obtain for the signal intensity [55]
S(r) = exp[—2(y + De!ki — k
2I
2)r]. (3.49b)
We can get an idea how well this long-time expression describes the actual decay by using in eq. (3.46b)
v l.9(p) 1 V 2
(Equation (3.49) agrees with taking s = 0 in the r.h.s. of this expression.) The thus obtained
approximation to W(k
1 — k2, s) can be Laplace-inverted analytically and leads to an additive correction
in eq. (3.49b). This correction term has a relative magnitude (Dek~/F)
112,which is much smaller than
unity, and decays on a time scale F which is very fast compared to the decay in eq. (3.49b). This
suggests that eq. (3.49b) is a good approximation to the actual signal over the entire observable decay.
Furthermore, we note that the present result is not affected by the exact initial condition and is also
found for diagonal excitation of the system [55, 93]. The reason is that in the incoherent limit, intersite
coherences anyhow relax very fast compared to the grating decay [cf.eq. (3.28b)].
We will now discuss the result eq. (3.49) in more detail. The signal decay rate consists of a trivial
contribution due to population relaxation (2y) and a contribution from the exciton motion, which is
proportional to k
1 — k,!
2. This is characteristic for diffusive motion [1, 2a, 55, 93] and leads, for small
cross angles 9 between the two pump pulses (fig. 1), to a linear relation between the observed decay
rate and 02. This relation allows us to distinguish experimentally between diffusive and coherent
exciton motion on the scale Ic
1 — k,!
1. In fig. 4 we display the TG signal showing incoherent (diffusive)
motion and its dependence on the fringe spacing through the variation of 0. In fig. 4a, the TG probes
exciton motion in disodium fluorescein in ethanol [8], whereas in fig. 4b it probes carrier motion in a
semiconductor (GaAs). In both cases the TG decay becomes slower as 0 is reduced. In fig. 5 we show
the 02 variation of the TG decay rate in anthracene at two temperatures (10 K and 20 K) [2b]. Note the
diffusive character, even at these low temperatures. In spite of an active search, coherent motion has
never been directly observed in transient grating experiments.
In the incoherent limit, an interesting relation exists between the D4WM and TG signals. Namely,
the amplitude of the D4WM signal (eq. C.4) can be obtained by evaluating the Fourier transform of the
amplitude of the TG signal [exp(aT)] at the frequency ‘~,. This single-Fourier-transform relation
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Fig. 4. (a) Fringe spacing dependence of the TG signal probing excited-state energy transport in disodium fluorescein in ethanol, for @12 = 8°and
22°(excitation wavelength 266 nm) [8]. For the smaller angle, the signal is dominated by acoustic effects (note: time scale is different for 0/2 = 8°).
At 0/2 = 22°, the acoustic-signal contribution damps out due to acoustic attenuation. (b) Fringe spacing dependence of the TG signal probing
carrier density diffusion in GaAs. N~5= 2 x 100 photocarriers/cm
3. The measured ambipolar diffusion constant is in good agreement with the
known value for high purity GaAs (De, 8cm2lsec). Curve 1: 0 = 4.9°,curve 2: 0 = 3°,curve 3: 0 = 1.1°(see ref. [1171).
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Fig. 5. (a) The decay rate of the transient grating signal versus t~for two anthracene crystals at 10K, along the a axis [2b]. The magnitude of the
slope equals 8ir2De/A2, with A the wavelength of the pump pulses, and thus yields directly the exciton diffusion constant D~.The value of the
intercept equals 2y, where y is the population relaxation rate. (b) The decay rate of the transient grating signal for the same two crystals at 20K.
The difference in slopes is due to the temperature dependence of the exciton diffusion constant. As the temperature increases, a decrease in the
diffusion constant is observed. The average diffusion constant obtained from these measurements is roughly 10 times larger than the expected value
for incoherent exciton diffusion [51].
between nonlinear frequency-domain and time-resolved techniques is not trivial and was first estab-
lished by Loring and Mukamel [36]. In concluding this section, we mention that the TG signal for cases
intermediate between the coherent and incoherent limits has been studied by Garrity and Skinner
(using the Haken—Strobl model) [55]and by Wong and Kenkre (using a generalized master equation
approach) [93]. Finally, we remark that we only studied the TO within the two-particle description. The
single-particle (local-field) description would lead to the exponential decay eq. (3.48b), independently
of the magnitude of F. Diffusive exciton transfer cannot be incorporated at this level of description,
which is intimately related to the fact that in the single-particle factorization no resonance with respect
to ~12 is found in the D4WM signal. This illustrates the limitations of the local-field approach.
3.5. The Boltzmann and the diffusion equations for exciton transport
Further physical insight into the equation of motion (3.25) for the two-particle coherences Q(k, p, t)
can be obtained by making the connection to macroscopic transport equations, such as the Boltzmann
equation and the diffusion equation. To this end, we define the Wigner phase-space distribution
function ~(r, p, t) by [94, 95]
p, t) ~ Q(k, p, t) exp(ik r). (3.50)
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Here, r and p play the role of the classical position and momentum, respectively, of the particle that is
described by the Wigner distribution. Comparing with eq. (3.24a), it is clear that r is the position of the
exciton “center-of-mass”. That p indeed corresponds to the exciton momentum, becomes evident if we
consider the pure state for a completely delocalized exciton with momentum p0 then, namely,
Q(k, p, t) =
8pp8kO~The Wigner distribution function carries the full quantum behavior, yet it has a well
defined classical analogue: as h—~0 it reduces to the classical density matrix of the particle (exciton in
our case), and it is therefore very useful in providing a semiclassical insight in quantum dynamics [94].
In this section we will only be interested in the homogeneous equation of motion for the two-particle
variables, i.e., we ignore the last term in eq. (3.25), which couples to the electric field. Also, we will
only consider a purely imaginary self-energy matrix .~(k;p, p’) —iF(Ic; p, p1). The Wigner distribu-
tion then obeys the equation
~(r, p,t)=2~J(a)sin(p•a)~(r+a/2,p,t)—~~F(a;p,p~(r+aI2,p’,t), (3.51a)
F(a;p,p’)ns~>~F(k;p,p’)exp(—ikaI2). (3.51b)
The first term in eq. (3.51a) describes coherent exciton motion on the lattice [we used J(r) = J(—r)]; the
second term is due to (phonon) scattering. For scattering kernels that do not depend on Ic,
F(k; p, p1) = g(p, p’), we have
F(a; p, p’) = 8~
0g(p,p’). (3.52)
This implies that the position is not affected, whereas the momentum is scattered as in a discretized
Boltzmann equation with collision kernel g(p, p’). An interesting class of collision kernels is found by
further restriction to
g(p, p’) = (t+ ~ — tg(p), (3.53)
with ~ g(p) = 1 (sum over the first Brillouin zone). The Haken—Strobl model, eq. (3.28), is contained
within this class, with g(p) 1/N. For a general g(p), the equation of motion now reads
~(r, p, t) = 2 ~ J(a) sin(p. a)~(r+ a12, p, t)
— t~ [g(p’)çb(r, p, t) — g( p)çb(r, p’, t)] — ycb(r, p, t). (3.54)
The second term in this equation has the form of the BGK strong collision operator in the Boltzmann
equation [96, 97], in which collisions occur with rate F and the momentum after each collision is
distributed according to g(p). In this model, g(p) is the equilibrium momentum distribution. This
implies in particular that the Haken—Strobl model is a high-temperature model, as the equilibrium
distribution is then uniform over all momenta. The strong collision operator conserves the number of
particles (population); a population loss with rate y is described by the last term in eq. (3.54). This is
also nicely illustrated in yet another representation for the two-particle variables, which is found by
Fourier transforming q~(r,p, t) with respect to p [95],
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~(r, s, t) = ~ ~(r, p, t) exp(—ip. s). (3.55)
Comparison with eq. (3.24a) shows that s plays the role of a relative coordinate and ~(r, s = 0, t)
represents the exciton population at site r.
Equation (3.54) now translates into [95]
~(r, s, t) = —i~J(a)[~(r+ a12, s — a, t) — ~(r + a/2, s + a, t)]
- (t + y)cb(r, s, t) + I~(s)cb(r, 0, t), (3.56a)
~(s)ns~ g(p)exp(—ip~s). (3.56b)
As a consequence of the normalization of g(p), we have g(s = 0) = 1, so that the last two terms of eq.
(3.56a) indeed describe a net loss of population with rate y.
We return to the equation of motion (3.54) for the Wigner distribution and direct our attention to
the coherent term. We will assume that the interaction is symmetric [J(r) = J(—r)] and has a short range
R. Furthermore, we assume that g(p) is centered at optical momenta p, for which p!R =~1. In the
continuum approximation, eq. (3.54) then becomes [95]
~(r, p, t) = . ~(r, p, t) - t J dp’ [~(p’)~(r, p, t) - ~(p)~(r, p’, t)] - y~(r,p, t),
(3.57a)
where, for an isotropic d-dimensional system,
(m*)~= (lid) ~ J(r5)r~. (3.57b)
Here, n runs over the original lattice and r~ r5 . Furthermore, ,~( p) is defined in analogy with g(p),
but has continuum normalization J g~(p)dp = 1. Equation (3.57a) clearly has the form of the Boltzmann
equation for a classical particle of mass m It can now be shown quite generally that in the limit of high
friction, I, eq. (3.57a) reduces to a diffusion equation for the particle position distribution function
defined by
~(r, t) J dp ~(r, p, t). (3.58)
Explicitly, one finds (see ref. [97], chapter 10 and appendix 2):
(alat)4(r, t) = DV
2~(r,t) — y4(r, t) , (3.59a)
with the diffusion constant defined by
D ~ K(plm*)2)p = ~(~~ J(rn)r~)(p2~. (3.59b)
where (.. .) ~ takes the average over the equilibrium distribution g~(p).
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The direct solution of the equation of motion for Q(k, p, t) within the Haken—Strobi model also
leads to a diffusion constant (eq. 3.37),
Dc = (11db ~ J2(r~)r~. (3.60)
It is clear that in general D does not coincide with De~even if we take ~(p) = (a/2
7r)d, which is the
equilibrium distribution in the Haken—Strobl model (a is the lattice spacing). The quantitative
difference between the two above diffusion constants can be illustrated by giving their values in the case
of nearest-neighbor interactions (J) on a lattice with spacing a,
Dc = (2/I’)J
2a2, D = (4ir2dI3t)J2a2. (3.61a, b)
The solution to this apparent discrepancy is that for the Haken—Strobl model, strictly speaking, the
Boltzmann equation cannot be derived through the above method, because the equilibrium distribution
g(p) is uniform instead of centered at optical wave vectors. Consequently, eq. (3.59b) cannot be
derived within the Haken—Strobl model. Alternatively, for a very broad equilibrium distribution g(p),
the classical picture of a momentum-independent effective mass m* is an oversimplification.
That it is possible, however, to derive in a rigorous way a diffusion equation for the exciton motion
within the incoherent limit of the Haken—Strobl model is clear from the discussion following eq. (C.5).
A very elegant derivation has been put forward by Reineker and Kühne [54, 98, 99]. These authors first
derive the Pauli master equation for the site exciton populations W~in the strong scattering limit. In our
notation, this equation reads [54, 98]
= ~ w~(W~,— W~)— yW~, w~, ns2IJ(r5~,)!2/I~. (3.62a, b)
Equation (3.62a) has been extensively studied within the field of incoherent energy transfer [100];w~
is the well-known Förster rate of energy transfer between the molecules n and n’ [41, 101]. For dipolar
interactions, ~ has the characteristic 1Ir~,dependence. In the continuum approximation, the
diffusion equation for the exciton population density is now easily derived from eq. (3.62a), by
expanding W,~around the lattice point r~[54, 99]. For an isotropic system the diffusion constant
obtained in this way indeed coincides with eq. (3.60).
4. Nonlinear optical response of polaritons
4.1. Canonical transformation and operator equations
In this section we develop a polariton theory of nonlinear optical response for the case that the
radiation and the matter degrees of freedom are strongly coupled and the TO and D4WM experiments
are dominated by polariton dynamics. Polaritons are the combined radiation—electronic eigenmodes of
the crystal, which have a dispersion diagram that can differ profoundly from that for excitons (see fig. 6)
[57, 58]. Of course, the optical response of a crystal is in general determined by its proper elementary
excitations, so that optical signals must exhibit resonances and broadenings determined by the
energetics and dynamics of polaritons instead of excitons. The theory of section 3 cannot account for
those effects: the calculation of response functions and susceptibilities was based on a factorization of
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the electric field, thus treating it effectively as an external c-number and neglecting part of the
correlations between the material (excitons) and the radiation fields. Such a scheme leads to signals
characterized by the exciton dispersion and dynamics. Although it is in principle possible to define and
calculate susceptibilities without factorization, this does not lead to a very practical scheme [66, 67].
Here, we rather follow an approach in which a hierarchy of nonlinear equations of motion for polariton
variables inside the crystal is built, which directly leads to the optical signal (polariton hierarchy) [76].
This method is described in more detail in the next section.
As in the exciton theory, our approach starts by deriving a basic set of operator equations. Now,
however, we also consider equations for the photon operators, as the radiation field is treated as an
explicit degree of freedom. We use eq. (2.9) as starting point and neglect Umklapp contributions to E~.
Furthermore, we note that, at every wave vector k, we only need to consider photons with polarization
in the plane spanned by k and the molecular transition dipole ~t; photons polarized perpendicular to
this plane do not couple to the crystal and form no new eigenmodes with the excitons. We, thus, drop
the polarization labels A on the photon creation and annihilation operators and arrive at (all operators
taken at time t)
ak —kc —iCk (J —iC~ 0
1 d ‘~k = i Ck —11 — Dk + i 1(k) — i Ck — Dk X k 1
i dt ak 0 iCk kc iCk ak + ~ o
—iCk Dk iCk 1l+Dk+iF(k) B_k —1
(4. la)
= ~ [D~.(B~.+ Bk.) - iCk.(âk. - â~k.), ~i~(k- k’)]±, (4.lb)
= (2ikcph~~i~)”2, (4.2a)
Dk = J(k) + 41Tph~ , = — (~.i‘k)21k2. (4.2b, c)
In the derivation of eq. (4.1) we used eqs. (2.6)—(2.8) to express E~ in terms of photon and exciton
creation and annihilation operators. Of course, the equations for Bk and B1k are equivalent to eq.
(3.1). The inclusion of F(Ic), the phonon-induced exciton damping, is not fully consistent here, as it was
calculated without accounting for polaritons. We will come back to this further on in this section. From
eq. (4.1) one easily derives the Maxwell equations in the electric dipole approximation [71, 76]
E’(k, t) = -! ~ A~(k, t), (k2 + -~ -~
5)E~(k,t) = - ~ -~-~I~(k,t). (4.3a, b)
c3t c at c at
These equations are not affected by the nonlinear term ‘—X(k) in eq. (4.1).
We now consider eq. (4.1) in the Bose approximation X(k) = 0. It is then a closed 4 x 4 matrix
equation that completely describes the linear propagation of electromagnetic waves. The eigenmodes of
this problem are the polaritons, which are related to the photons and excitons by a canonical
transformation [57, 58, 61]. We follow Hopfield’s notation and search for a transformation [57]
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— Wk~ak+ xkPBk + ~ + ZkVB~Ik, (4.4)
such that
(d/dt)~kV= ‘l~0kcS~kc (Bose approximation). (4.5)
Here ~kc denotes the annihilation operator for a polariton with wave vector k in branch i-’, and ~k
1. is the
frequency of this polariton. In combination with eq. (4.1) this defines an eigenvalue problem whose
secular equation gives the polariton dispension relation,
(kc)
2 = 1 + 2 2’ f= (8~p~QIh)u2, (4.6a, b)
—[~kc + iF(k)] + Ilk
where 11k is the exciton dispersion eq. (3.6). As the polariton dispersion is by definition equivalent to
the one for electromagnetic waves in the crystal, (kcIa)~j2must also define the transverse dielectric
function e1(k, ~kc)~ Comparison with eq. (3.12b) shows that the thus obtained transverse dielectric
function is identical to the one found through exciton response. The linear response of the crystal, apart
from a possible change of the damping constant 1(k) [see below], is not affected by the introduction of
the polariton concept [57,58,80].
We now first analyze the polariton dispersion and transformation in more detail for the important
case F(k) = 0, i.e., totally neglecting the phonon bath. This is the standard case considered in the
literature. Equation (4.6) then gives the usual dispersion diagram (cf. fig. 6) with two branches
separated by the polariton stopgap: the frequency interval where no real wave-vector solutions to the
dispersion relation exist, so that no waves with those frequencies can propagate in the crystal. In an
atomic crystal, the stopgap ranges from the transverse (a)
1) to the longitudinal (a)11) exciton frequency
[43, 57, 58]. For our crystal of two-level molecules, these boundaries depend on the direction of
/erPolariton
WAVE VECTOR
Fig. 6. Typical polariton dispersion curves in the optical region for an atomic crystal (thick solid curves). The diagonal line represents the pure
photon dispersion curve (w~= kc). The shaded region between the transverse (Cr) and longitudinal (CII) crystal exciton frequencies is the stopgap,
where no polariton modes exist. Q indicates the atomic transition frequency. For a crystal of two-level molecules, the stopgap position depends on
the direction of propagation (see text).
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propagation and are replaced by 11~and (Il~+ ~2~l /2 respectively, with Il~ lim~011k andf as definedin eq. (4.6). (Exciton dispersion is neglected when considering the stopgap.)
The strongest mixture between excitons and photons occurs in the photon- and exciton-band crossing
region kc 11~ 11. In that region the frequency difference between the two branches reaches its
minimum value, which, to a good approximation, is given byf[60b]. From eq. (4.6), we observe thatf
is a measure for the density of oscillator strength in the crystal and in combination with eq. (4.2a), it is
also seen that f12 is the coupling Ck between the exciton and the radiation field in the band-crossing
region. For molecular crystals, we usually have f =~11. For example, for the lowest singlet a-exciton in
naphthalene, we have f 45 cm - and 11~ 11 31500 cm- [60b]; for the same exciton in anthracene,
we find f 1000 cm1 and Il~ 25 000 cm - I [60a]. (Both f values account for the crystal’s background
index of refraction.)
The polariton transformation coefficients, which are determined by the eigenvectors of the diagonali-
zation procedure, also nicely demonstrate the mixed character of the polaritons. In the case 1(k) = 0,
the coefficients are found to be
— (a) + kc)(a)2 — 11~—f2) 4 7Wk
0 — e 2(a)kc)
112[(a)2 — 12~—f2)2 +f2k2c2]112 ( . a)
—. I~ fkc(a)+fl) 47b
~ — ie 2(a)Il)1’2[(a)2 — Il~—f2)2 +f2k2c2]112 ( . )
kc—a) a)u1
= kc + Wkfr, Zk~ = ~ + 11 xkc , (4.7c, d)
where ~‘pis an arbitrary phase and a) stands for ~kp~ These coefficients have been normalized according
to [57, 58, 61]
2 2 2 2IWkP! + Ixk~l — Iy~l— lZkpl = 1. (4.8)
In spite of the complexity of eqs. (4.7), several general and instructive conclusions can be drawn.
First, the coefficients y,~and Zkp usually have absolute values small compared to unity (see, e.g., ref.
[68]). Second, the limits for small and large wave vectors are easily studied. In the limit Ic! —~0, we find
for the upper branch IxI = 1, wI = l~!= IzI = 0 (up to order f/Il), so that the polariton is a pure exciton
there. For kI—*oo, the same branch represents a pure photon (1w! = 1, IxI = I~!= IzI =0). This could,
of course, have been already guessed from the dispersion diagram (fig. 6). Equally natural results are
found for the lower branch. For intermediate wave vectors the polaritons smoothly change character
from exciton-like to photon-like (or vice versa). Third, at the band crossing (kc 11), we find
I w12 = Ix 12 = ~ for both branches, confirming that the strongest photon—exciton mixture occurs there.
We note that the coefficients (4.7) do not exactly coincide with the ones obtained within the minimal
coupling Hamiltonian [57, 58], but their basic features are not affected by this. The dispersion relation
(4.6), which is an “observable”, is of course independent of the choice of the Hamiltonian. The present
polariton transformation does coincide with the one derived in ref. [102], if in the latter we ignore the
coefficients coupling to the higher Brillouin zones (Umklapp contributions) and neglect the retardation
in the effective interatomic interaction. Finally, we will need the inverse polariton transformation,
which can, quite generally, be shown to read [61]
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= ~ ~ — Ykc5~_kv) = ~ ~ — zk~~.kV). (4.9a, b)
We now return to the general polariton transformation with F(Ic) ~ 0. The two branches found above
are then no longer the correct eigenmodes. For flF(k) ~ 1, the maximum amount of mixing between
photons and excitons is of the order f/F(Ic), so that the polaritons are to a good approximation just the
photons and (damped) excitons [60, 68]. In other words, if the exciton—radiation coupling, f, is small
compared to the coupling of excitons to phonons (or any other perturbing degree of freedom [1031),
measured by 1(k), no strongly mixed radiation—matter eigenmodes exist. We then expect the exciton
description of optical response to be accurate. We note that in this case of strong exciton damping,. the
elimination of the phonon bath [leading to F(k)] before considering the coupled exciton—photon system
is fully justified.
Conversely, the condition f/F(k) ~‘ 1, which is typically met in low-temperature pure crystals, marks
the region of strong polariton effects in optical response. It is then inconsistent to account for phonons
(or other bath variables) by including the exciton damping 1(k) in eq. (4.1). Instead, we should first
diagonalize the bare exciton—photon system [1(k) = 0] and then account for other degrees of freedom
by considering their perturbation to the thus found polariton eigenmodes (polariton self-energies) [60b,
68]. In the remainder of this review we will assume that the limit of strong polariton effects applies, so
that from now on the polariton dispersion and transformation coefficients refer to the case 1(k) 0.
The polariton self-energies are addressed in appendix A and incorporated in the equations of motion in
section 4.2. For completeness we note that the theoretical treatment of the intermediate region where
the exciton—photon coupling roughly equals the exciton—phonon coupling, is very complicated, because
it is then impossible to indicate a simple set of eigenmodes that are weakly perturbed by the phonon
bath.
So far we only considered polaritons in the Bose approximation, which results in a purely linear
optical response. However, using the above-obtained polariton transformation, the full equation of
motion (4.1) yields
d~kcIdt= k~’’~kc+ i(xkP — ZkjX(k) , (4.10)
and its hermitian conjugate for the polariton creation operator ~. Equation (4.10) is, apart from the
omission of the phonon-induced self-energy, exact and fully accounts for nonlinear behavior. The linear
part of the equation is, of course, equivalent to eq. (4.5); the nonlinear part is determined by eq. (4.lb)
and may be translated into polariton creation and annihilation operators by using the inverse polariton
transformation (4.9). A typical term in .X(k) reads
~ a(kk’k”, ~I~IIplR)~~t c ~k+k” c” (4.11)
k’k’ ccv”
with a(kk’k”, vi/’i/”) a complicated function of wave vectors and branches. Finally, as the exciton
population operator plays a crucial role in the nonlinearity, it is useful to give its full expression in terms
of polariton operators. Using eqs. (3.5) and (4.9) we arrive at
— Ic’) = ~ (x~k.~V Xk+k v ~k+k” p ~k+k”: + Zk.+:., ~. Zk+k.~ ~-k’-k” V i-k-k”
— xk.+k ~‘ zk+k ~k’+k” V f—k—k” v — Zk.+k~~p~Xk+k~~f—k—k” V ~k+k” ~) , (4.12)
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4.2. The polariton hierarchy in the two-particle description
Before turning to the treatment of the TG and the D4WM experiments in the limit of strong
polariton effects, we first discuss the general approach, the polariton hierarchy [76]. Consider a finite
crystal that is still large enough, however, so that its eigenmodes are to a good approximation the
polaritons discussed in section 4.1. The nonlinear evolution of the isolated polariton system is in
principle fully described by eq. (4.10), but this equation does not yet describe the generation of
polaritons by the external laser fields. It is important that this generation is not caused by a direct
interaction term between electromagnetic fields and polaritons in the Hamiltonian [69], because the
electromagnetic field itself is, inside the crystal, fully contained within the polaritons. Instead, the
coupling occurs through the boundary conditions at the surface of the crystal. If an external electric
field with wave vector k and frequency a)
1 (o..~1= k’1!c) is incident on the crystal, it launches a polariton
which is specified by matching the boundary conditions for the expectation values of its electromagnetic
field components to the external field (accounting for reflection). Thus, the polariton will also have
frequency ~ its wave vector k1 is determined by the component parallel to the crystal’s surface
(k1~~= kpi) and by its magnitude, IkJ!, which is fixed through a)1 and the polariton dispersion relation
(i.e. the crystal’s dielectric function) [69]. This agrees with Snell’s law. Finally, the amplitude of the
polariton, (~kjt)), is (in the frame rotating with frequency a)1) proportional to the external field
amplitude E~.
The complete solution to the boundary value problem is, in particular if spatial dispersion is taken
into account, a complicated problem [43, 104—107]. Instead of rigorously solving this problem, we will
incorporate the above well accepted ideas about the generation of polaritons by adding simple source
terms to our equations of motion (see below). In the absence of the nonlinear term in eq. (4.10), the
thus generated “first-order” polaritons constitute the only response of the crystal to exciting fields.
Clearly, however, the nonlinear term causes fusion of first-order polaritons to higher-order ones at new
(not fundamental) wave vectors and frequencies. Such a higher-order polariton generates an observable
nonlinear signal outside the crystal which is, again, found by matching boundary conditions. In
particular, the signal amplitude will be proportional to the amplitude K ~k,V1(t)~ of the higher-order
polariton. The problem of calculating the optical response of the crystal now boils down to calculating
the amplitude K ~k1v,), which can be done using a truncated hierarchy of equations of motion for
polariton expectation values based on eq. (4.10).
To apply this scheme to the TO and D4WM experiments, we use the truncation that also proved
useful in the exciton theory, namely, we factorize the exciton population in the expectation value of
X(k) (two-particle description). From eq. (4.10), we then obtain [~~~(t)K ~~(t)~]
~kP(t)= -ia)kV~kV(t) - i ~
+ (xk~— ZkV) ~ ~ [y(k’P’)~k.P.(t)— y*(k~p~)~k,O,(t)]W(k— ’, t)
+ ~ A(Icv, k)E~(t)exp(—ia)1t). (4.13a)
Here, ~ is the phonon-induced polariton self-energy given in eq. (A.14b) and
y(k~) Ck(w + y~)+ iDk(x — z~). (4.13b)
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Finally, the last term in eq. (4.13a) describes the above discussed generation of polaritons, where E~(t)
is the (slowly varying) amplitude of the jth external electric field. The proportionality constant A(kv, k;)
is nonzero only if the jth external field mode exactly matches the polariton Icy; its magnitude is then a
complicated function of geometry and frequency which we do not calculate here. Of course, this
“source term” only makes sense for pulses which are long compared to an optical cycle.
As next step in the hierarchy, we need equations for the two-particle variables contained in
(W(k — k’, t)). In section 3 we considered the exciton two-particle variables, Q(k, p, t) [cf.eqs. (3.24)],
but this choice is not useful here, because these variables couple to expectation values of products of
exciton and radiation operators, which we cannot factor in the limit of strong polariton effects. Instead,
it is more appropriate and more direct to consider polariton two-particle variables. From eq. (4.12), we
see that four types of such variables are involved. However, as in general IZkvI ~ 1 and, moreover, for
the self-energy models to which we will confine ourselves later on, IZk~I~ IxkVI, we will only maintain
the first r.h.s. term in eq. (4.12), SO that
W(k, t) (2/N) ~ x~12VxP+k!2 ~ p, t), (4.14)
p, t) K ~—k/2.V(t)~P+k/2,V(t)). (4.15)
The next step in the hierarchy now results in the equation of motion for the variables E~~(k,p t),
which reads
(d/dt)E(k, p, t) = i(a)Pk/2~ — WP+k/2,iEVV(k, p, t) — i ~ .~(k,v; p, p’)E~~.(k,p’, t)
+ ~P..k/2p(t)~ .4(p + k/2, v, k~)E(t)exp(—ia)1t)
+ ~p.vk/2v(t) E fl*(p — k/2, JI’, Ic)E* (t) exp(iw1t) . (4.16)
The first term in this equation reflects the linear coherent motion [first r.h.s. term in eq. (4.10)]. The
nonlinear coherent motion is neglected on this level, because it couples to variables which are of fourth
and higher orders in the external field amplitudes, which is beyond the leading order (3) for four-wave
mixing processes. The second term in eq. 4.16) accounts for phonon scattering. The calculation of the
self-energy kernel .(k, v; p, p’) [v (i-’, v’, v”, v”)} is addressed in appendix A (eq. A.16), and
remarks similar to those following eq. (3.26) for the exciton self-energy apply here. In particular, we
see again that the “center-of-mass” wave vector k is conserved in the scattering process. Finally, the last
two contributions in eq. (4.16) account for creation of two-particle coherences from existing single-
particle amplitudes and new polaritons generated by external fields [cf. the generation term in eq.
(4.13a)1.
4.3. Polariton dynamics probed by transient grating spectroscopy
We now apply the two-particle polariton hierarchy [eqs. (4.13a) and (4.16)] to the TO experiment in
the limit of strong polariton effects. Two external pump fields [(k, cvi) and (k~,a)2)] create polaritons,
k1 ,i~ and k2 v2, resulting in a grating characterized by the wave vector Ic1 — k2. After a delay time T, a
probe pulse (k~,w3) generates probe polaritons, k3 v3, which interact nonlinearly with the grating and
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give rise to signal polaritons with wave vector k~ Ic1 — Ic2 + k3. The amplitude ~k~(t) determines the
amplitude of the observable field at k k — k~+ k~.From eq. (4.13) we observe that the nonlinear
source term for the signal polaritons to third order in the external field amplitudes is given by
f (1) (2)
~xk~ Zk2v,.tYt. l~3 k3v3 1 2’ 4.17
where superscripts in parentheses indicate the order in powers of the external field amplitudes. We will
assume an off-resonance (square) probe pulse that is short compared to the typical time scale for
population decay. On this time scale, the amplitude ~~t) then behaves as a delta function centered
around t =~-,so that the time-integrated signal intensity (to third order in the external field intensities)
is given by
S(T) f dt I ~3~(t)I2 W~2~(k~- Ic,, T)I2IE~I2. (4.18)
Thus, as in the exciton theory of section 3.4, the TO signal is determined by the exciton population at
the grating wave vector kg k
1 — k2. This is a direct consequence of the fact that the exciton population
operator is really the only nonlinearity in our system (cf. section 3.1; the photons are perfect bosons).
The difference with the theory of section 3 is, of course, that now the evolution of the exciton
population occurs within the complete polariton system [eqs. (4.14)—(4.16)] instead of the isolated
exciton system. We thus take into account that, even though there are no external fields during the
pump-probe delay, the (microscopic) radiation field still affects the material. The TG signal is a probe
forpolariton dynamics during the delay period. A second difference between the exciton and polariton
approaches is the initial condition immediately following the pump pulses. In section 3, these were
exciton amplitudes and coherences (eqs. 3.44), whereas in the present treatment polariton amplitudes
and coherences are appropriate. Using eq. (4.13a) for square excitation pulses with amplitudes E and a
duration T~ that is short enough to neglect the self-energy (Tel~ °~ 1), we obtain
= A(k1v1, k)tE exp(—iw,t), j = 1,2, 0< t< Te . (4.19)
This leads in particular to the initial condition for the delay period
~‘c~(Te)= A(k1~1,k~)TeE~exp(—ia)iTe). (4.20)
More directly relevant to the description of the TO, are the initial conditions for the two-particle
variables E~(kg~p, t). Using eq. (4.19) in eq. (4.16) and neglecting the self-energy contributions
during the pulses, we obtain
E~
2(kg,~O,Te) = A(k
1 i.’~,Ic)A*(k2v2, k~)E~E~*T~exp[i(W2 — a)t)Te] 6PPg (4.21)
with Pg (Ic1 + Ic2)/2. Note that this result is consistent with the factorization K ~~V,(t)~kV(t)Y2)=
~ during the pulses, which results from the fact that phonon scattering can be
neglected for these early times. An analogous factorization has been used in section 3.4 to determine
the initial two-particle exciton variables.
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In summary, the TG signal can, in principle, be calculated from eqs. (4.18) and (4.14) after solving
the coupled equations of motion (4.16) for the two-particle variables E~(kg, p, t) (for all p and with
kg Ic1 — Ic2 fixed) during the pump-probe delay period. During this period, the last two terms in eq.
(4.16) are absent (no external fields) and the initial condition for this period is given by eq. (4.21). In
practice, we have to restrict the treatment to simple models for the self-energy (or scattering) kernel to
find analytic expressions for the signal. Before discussing such models, we give a general result. In the
absence of scattering (low temperature), the TG signal does not decay. Namely, the solution of eq.
(4.16) for Ic = kg is in this case trivially given by the initial condition (4.21) with an additional phase
factor exp[i(a)2 — a)1)r]. As this factor gives the only T dependence of W(kg, T), the signal does not
depend on Tat all. It should be noted that this result does not rely on the approximation eq. (4.14), but
also holds if the complete form eq. (4.12) for the exciton population is used. The physical explanation
is, of course, that the initially created polariton coherence (eq. 4.21) is an eigenstate of the system in
the absence of scattering.
We now discuss two specific models for the phonon-induced scattering kernel ~(k, ii; p, p’) in eq.
(4.16), for which analytic results can be obtained. In the exciton theory, we used the Haken—Strobi
model. As discussed in section 3.5, this is a (high-temperature) strong-collision model that scatters all
excitons into each other with equal rate F, irrespective of their energies. Using the same model for
polaritons would be very unrealistic. First, because these excitations span an enormous bandwidth.
Second, it is only the exciton component of the polariton that couples directly to phonons, so that
photon-like polaritons cannot be scattered very strongly. A simple model that takes these considera-
tions into account, is a restricted Haken—Strobl model, which is defined as follows. All polaritons with
exciton components IXkvI > ~scatter into each other with equal rate 1, whereas all other (photon-like)
polaritons do not take part in the scattering process at all. This model boils down to the Haken—Strobi
model for the restricted set of exciton-like polaritons, which (section 4.1) constitute the upper polariton
branch for IkI < k0 and the lower branch for III > k0 (k0 1101c marks the photon—exciton band
crossing). We thus consider only one effective branch (i.e., only one polariton per wave vector) with
width f (fig. 7), so that branch labels can be dropped without ambiguity.
>-
0




Fig. 7. Illustration of the restricted Haken—Strobi scattering model for polaritons. All polaritons within the shaded region of width! (eq. 4.6) have
exciton components greater than (section 4.1) and are assumed to scatter into each other with equal rates. f2~is the exciton frequency at zero
(optical) wave vector and k0 = Q0/c indicates the exciton—photon (dashed diagonal) band crossing. The polariton stopgap is not shown and exciton
dispersion has been neglected.
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In the Laplace domain, eq. (4.16) for k = kg now takes the form
p, s) = [ia)Pk /2 — ~a)p+k/2 — (1 + yp)]E12~(kg,p, s)
+ (i,/N) ~ E12~(kg,p’, s) +
1E
12~(Icg,p, t = 0) , (4.22a)
with the initial condition
E~2~(kg,p, t = 0) ~e~ (4.22b)
Here we assumed that initially exciton-like polaritons are excited. In eq. (4.22a) we added an overall
loss of polaritons with rate y~.The equation of motion is identical to eq. (3.43), except that the exciton
dispersion and scattering rates are replaced by those for the polaritons. The solution for the
E12~(kg,p, s) is, therefore, easily obtained by analogy to the solution in section 3. In calculating the
signal from this solution, we use one more approximation, namely we replace eq. (4.14) by
W12~(kg,s) (2/N) ~
1E~
2~(kg,p s) . (4.23)
We thus approximate all polariton transformation coefficients XkV for the exciton-like polaritons by
unity. Admittedly, this is a strong discretization of the exciton character, but in view of the very simple
scattering model, it seems unnecessary to account in a more rigorous way for these coefficients. The
solution for W(kg, s) is now of the same form as eq. (3.46b), with F—~f.,, y—~y~, and
~(P)~~ ~ — ~p+k~/2~ In the coherent limit (1 = 0), this yields for the signal
S(T) = exp(—2y~r) (coherent), (4.24)
which agrees with our general conclusion that in the absence of scattering the signal does not decay
(apart from the trivial population loss with rate ~ In the opposite limit of strong scattering
~‘ kt)p_y~— °~p+k~/2I~~ we obtain, in analogy to eq. (3.49),
S(T) = exp[—2(y~+ DPI/C
1 — k,1
2)T] (incoherent), (4.25)
with the polariton diffusion constant (tensor)
1 1 2D~ —~—--~ ~ (a)P_kg/2 — ~~+k
0/2) . (4.26)
g ~
Here, we assumed that ~k = ~k~’ which holds under general symmetry conditions with respect to the
experimental setup. -
Equation (4.26) can be rewritten using the polariton group velocity v~(p) ~ [cf. eq. (3.38a)].
For an isotropic d-dimensional system, a), is a function of I~Ionly and we have
(4.27)
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with an effective polariton group velocity. As polaritons have a photon component, it is clear that
is larger than the effective exciton group velocity ~e (eq. 3.38b) for the same system. Thus, ignoring
possible differences in the exciton and polariton scattering rates, the general effect of polaritons on the
TO will be to accelerate the decay. An estimate for ~ is calculated in appendix D, within the infinite
effective exciton-mass approximation (iJ~= 0 then!) on a simple cubic lattice. We find
(tJ~Ic)2 ~T(fII1)(aIA0)
3, (4.28)
with a the lattice constant and A
0 = 2i~c/u2the vacuum wavelength corresponding to the molecular
transition.
Although, strictly speaking, our crystal model is oversimplified to fully represent aromatic molecular
crystals, it is tempting to use eq. (4.28) also for this class of crystals by replacing a
3 by the volume of a
unit cell. We then obtain 2 x i05 cm/s and U~ 106 cm/s for the lowest singlet a-transitions in
naphthalene and anthracene, respectively. (For f and 11, we used the values given in section 4.1; for a3,
we used 400 A3 for naphthalene and 600 A3 in the case of anthracene.) This result for anthracene is an
order of magnitude larger than the estimate made by Agranovich et al. [51] for the relevant polariton
group velocity (see below). In view of the simple model and the approximations used, it is not surprising
to find such a large discrepancy.
The situation in anthracene is probably much better described by the second scattering model that
we wish to discuss here: the bottleneck model. This model is inspired by the explanation by Agranovich
et al. [51, 52] for the TG experiments on anthracene crystals carried out by Rose et a!. [2b]. Let the
experiment be such that the two pump pulses have frequencies just in the exciton band, so that they
excite first-order polaritons with high wave vector and strong exciton character (fig. 8). Accounting for
a positive effective exciton mass, it is reasonable to assume that at low temperature, polariton—phonon





Fig. 8. Illustration of the bottleneck model for polariton scattering. Compared to fig. 7, a larger part of the Brillouin zone is shown and a finite
(positive) effective exciton mass has been included. High wave-vector polaritons in the lower branch are excited by pulses with frequencies just
above Q
11 (the zero wave-vector exciton frequency) and rapidly relax to the polariton bottleneck, where the actual TG decay takes place.
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density of states levels off. This classical (particle) picture translates into the following model for rapid
initial relaxation of the polariton coherences ~(k, p, t).
(i) The polariton center-of-mass wave vector k is conserved at its initial value kg = k1 — Ic2 we have
obtained this previously as a general result for phonon-induced scattering processes. This is equivalent
to the assumption in ref. [52] that during the rapid relaxation process, the spatial density of polaritons
created by the interfering pump pulses is unchanged.
(ii) p relaxes rapidly to the bottleneck region. This is equivalent to the statement in ref. [52] that the
polariton momentum (wave vector) relaxes rapidly. In general, p must be expected to be distributed
over the entire bottleneck region after the relaxation, because many scattering steps involving many
different phonons can take place during this process [52]. We note that the classical interpretation of p
as the polariton momentum that relaxes to the bottleneck, only makes sense if Ikg/21 is small compared
to the wave-vector width of the bottleneck region. Only then does the coherence E’(kg, p, t) involve
two polaritons with wave vectors p ±kg!
2 that also lie within the bottleneck region. For the experiments
on anthracene, this is indeed the case, as these were carried out at very small cross angles ~9of the
pump pulses, so that the grating wave number was always much less than optical wave numbers [2b].
If the initial relaxation is fast enough, the observed part of the TO decay now starts from a new
initial condition for the coherences within the bottleneck. We will assume that within the bottleneck all
polaritons scatter into each other with rate 1~,and that there is an overall loss of polaritons with rate y~.
Like the first scattering model that we discussed, this defines a restricted Haken—Strobl model, for
which the equation of motion (4.16) can be solved analytically. To calculate the signal from this
solution, we use eq. (4.23), which is a good approximation in the bottleneck, because the coefficients
I xkVI are close to unity there. Nevertheless, the polariton group velocity may differ appreciably from the
bare exciton group velocity [60]. Let ~1b denote the typical group velocity in the bottleneck region. If
~ k~IVb, the polariton motion is diffusive on the length scale of the grating and we recover eq. (4.25)
for the signal, with the diffusion constant eq. (4.27), except that the effective group velocity rJ~is
replaced by Vb.
This result is independent of the exact initial condition within the bottleneck; such an insensitivity to
the initial condition was also noted in the strong scattering limit of the exciton theory (section 3.4). The
present expression for the signal was also used by Agranovich et al. [51, 52]; our approach shows how
to derive it microscopically. For anthracene, Vh i05 cm/s; combining this with a scattering length
i0~cm (estimated from absorption data), one arrives at D~ 1 cm2/s [51], which agrees with
the observed values [2b].
= We conclude the discussion of the bottleneck model by noting that in the limit of weak scattering,
‘~ IICg! Vh, the initial condition is in general important for the form of the TG signal. Decay will always
occur, even if .f, = = 0, because the initially populated coherences S(kg, p, t) for differentp values in
the bottleneck will dephase with respect to each other.
4.4. Polariton effects in frequency-domain four-wave mixing
In this section we discuss the degenerate four-wave mixing experiment in terms of polaritons. Two
cw external electric fields with wave vectors k, frequencies a)
1, and amplitudes E~(j = 1,2) are
incident on the crystal and we are interested in the signal with wave vector k~= 2k~— k~and frequency
a)0 = 2a)1 — ~ The amplitude of this signal is proportional to the amplitude of the polariton with wave
vector k5 = 2k1 — k2 that is generated nonlinearly in the crystal by the first-order polaritons with wave
vectors k1 and k2. Our description is based on the temporal Fourier transforms of the two-particle
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polariton hierarchy eqs. (4.13a) and (4.16). We will confine ourselves to the restricted Haken—Strobl
model introduced in section 4.3, and, as in the exciton theory of section 3.3, we will only calculate
contributions to the signal with possible resonances at a)
12 — 0.
From the Fourier transform of eq. (4. 13a) we find for the signal amplitude to third order in the field
amplitudes
(xk~ — zk~)y(kl~1)~~1(a)t) ~ E~
2~(k~,p, w
12) , (4.29)
where we used eq. (4.23) and kg = Ic1 — k2, as before. The two-particle variables for different momenta




12) = [~(Wp_kg/2 — a)~~~12)— (~+ yp)]E~
2~(kg,P’ w
12) + ~ ~ p’, a)12)
+ [~~~~*(a)2)A(kl~, k )E~+ pi(a)l)4*(I~2 ~‘2’ k~)E~*]3pp (4.30)
pgns(k1 +k2)/2.
This equation is solved in the standard way (appendix B) and after substituting the first-order polariton









2— ‘~p_k~J2+ ~p+k~/2 + + ~~Y’). (4.31)
We will assume that the second factor on the r.h.s. has no sharp dependence on a)12. For excitons, this
was found as a result of cancellations between the source
0R and the quantity —iw
12 — i[J(k2) —
J(k1)] + F + y in eq. (3.32). In the present case, ~UR is replaced by the factor multiplying ~ in eq.
(4.30), and a cancellation is not likely, even though we have no detailed form for A(kv, k’). Note,
however, that a)1 = ~k and w2 = ~k’ as the frequencies of the first-order polaritons have to equal the
frequencies of the external fields. This is an essential difference with the exciton theory.
We thus conclude that the first denominator on the r.h.s. of eq. (4.31) does not depend on w12 at all!
Any w12-resonance must emerge from the last factor,
R(kg, w12) (i — ~ (—iw12 — ‘~pk0I2+ ‘~P+kg/2+ + ~~Y’). (4.32)
For = 0, we have R(kg, a)12) = 1, so that no w12-resonance is found. Conversely, in the limit of strong
dephasing (1 ~‘ yr,, ~P~g/2 — a)p+kg/2I)~we find (cf. appendix C),
R(kg, ~I2) = 1 + 1,/(—iw12 + ‘y~+ D~k), (4.33)
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with D~the polariton diffusion constant as defined in eq. (4.26). The intensity of the D4WM signal,
~II2HR(~1~g,a)
2)!
2, then exhibits a Lorentzian resonance analogous to the one in eq. (3.35)
(replace I’-...*i, y—*y~, D~—*D~).Comparing this with our results in section 4.3, we also conclude
that, as in the exciton case, the amplitude of the D4WM signal is related to the amplitude of the TG
signal by a single Fourier transform.
5. Concluding remarks
The calculation of the nonlinear optical response in condensed phases is a complicated many-body
problem involving the material and the radiation-field degrees of freedom. Numerous approximate
schemes have been developed over the years with various degrees of sophistication in order to calculate
optical nonlinearities [19—23,70, 71, 92]. The present review provides a unified theoretical description
which clarifies the interrelationships among the different schemes and their range of validity. Figure 9
illustrates the systematic hierarchy of approximations. Starting with the multipolar Hamiltonian [73]
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Fig. 9. Schematic diagram showing the hierarchy of approximations used in this paper.
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Heisenberg equations of motion (eq. 2.9) in which intermolecular forces are explicitly included [76].
Equation (2.9), which applies to any material and field operator Q, is the starting point for the present
microscopic theory. For Q = E, we get the Maxwell equation (eq. 4.3b). In simple single-molecule
theories of nonlinear response, one often uses the Schrodinger picture and solves for the density matrix
[19—23].This procedure is impractical for complex many-body systems, since the complete many-body
density matrix is very complicated and contains too much information. The Heisenberg equations, on
the other hand, allow the direct calculation of the relevant observables.
At this point, as shown in fig. 9, we should follow two separate routes, depending on the
radiation—matter coupling strength (f). The key parameter isf/F(k). The exciton dephasing rate 1(k)
may be obtained from linear optical measurements [see eq. (3.12b)]. If it is sufficiently large [1(k) ~‘f],
it destroys the coherence between the radiation and exciton modes, which then become weakly
coupled. In this case, the material—radiation correlations can be neglected, and we may derive coupled
equations for the field and the material degrees of freedom as illustrated in the left route in fig. 9
(section 3). The field satisfies the Maxwell equations whereas the material system (excitons) satisfies an
infinite hierarchy of coupled equations in which the polarization K P~is coupled to the expectation value
of the Maxwell field and to higher variables such as K PW), which in turn couple successively to
higher-order variables. By solving these equations perturbatively in the average Maxwell field E, we
obtain the optical susceptibilities ~ ~ etc.
The success of this method is based on the fact that the linear optical properties of the system depend
only on single-particle states whereas weak nonlincarities, such as ~ and ~ depend only on a few
particles. This situation, which is similar to the zero-temperature many-body theory [44, 811, allows us
to truncate the hierarchy very early and still maintain the essential physics of the system. The simplest
approximation is obtained by factorizing at the single-particle level (section 3.2). In this case, the only
relevant material dynamical variables (by assumption) are the polarization variables. The nonlinear
susceptibility ~ can then be written in various equivalent forms. Within this factorization, the
local-field approximation [eqs. (3.19) and (3.20)] holds, and the many-body problem reduces to
essentially a single-body calculation. We further recover the coupled-oscillator expression (eq. 3.14a)
with interaction-induced correction terms. At this level of description, the susceptibilities have
resonances at the Frenkel exciton energies, exciton transport is not accounted for, and we cannot
describe the TO or degenerate four-wave mixing experiments.
When the hierarchy is truncated at the binary (two-particle) level (sections 3.3 and 3.4), we obtain a
good description of quantum transport and we can make the connection to the phenomenological
macroscopic treatments of the grating experiment which use master equations, the Boltzmann equation,
and the diffusion equation (section 3.5). The single Fourier-transform relation between the TO and its
frequency-domain analogue (degenerate four-wave mixing) is demonstrated.
The two-particle description illustrates the limitations of Bloembergen’s classical anharmonic oscil-
lator picture [19]. When nonlinearities are important, new dynamical variables (other than the
polarization P) become relevant. The oscillator model neglects the contributions of these additional
variables and requires the factorization of every variable in terms of the polarization. In our equations
we choose a particular two-body factorization in which W is the source of nonlinearity. This
nonlinearity is local in space (intramolecular) and seems adequate for the calculation of the TG
experiment, since the signal depends on W. It should be emphasized, however, that alternative sources
of nonlinear evolution may be important in other situations [47, 59] (cf. section 3.1). In particular,
enhanced (cooperative) optical nonlinearities, which may be observed in molecular aggregates, have
been shown to originate from intermolecular (nonlocal) nonlinearities [35]. The present hierarchy is
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illustrated in fig. 9. The single-particle description can be obtained directly from eqs. (2.9) (as done in
section 3.2), or by factorizing the two-particle variables into products of single-particle variables.
When the oscillator strength per unit volume is sufficiently large and dephasing processes, are slow
[f ~ 1(k)], the radiation and the exciton degrees of freedom are strongly coupled, and they should be
treated as a single dynamical system. In this limit, the description of optical processes in terms of
polariton models is most natural (section 4) and is illustrated in the route shown on the right side in fig.
9. Although it is formally possible to define nonlinear susceptibilities even in this limit [66, 67], they are
complicated and not particularly useful. In section 4 we develop a polariton hierarchy [76]which allows
us to expand the nonlinear signal directly in terms of the external fields (rather than the Maxwell fields)
and to abandon the notion of susceptibilities. Note that this expansion then depends on the boundary
conditions relating the external field to the polaritons.
Ovander [59] has incorporated polariton effects in nonlinear optics, by expressing his total Hamil-
tonian, which also contains cubic and quartic terms, in terms of the polariton creation and annihilation
operators. The harmonic (quadratic) part then assumes, by definition, the simple form of a set of
noninteracting harmonic oscillators (the bare polaritons). The anharmonic terms yield, even for the
simplest approximations of the polariton transformation, a large number of interaction terms which are
responsible for nonlinear processes, and Ovander treats them as perturbations to the harmonic
Hamiltonian. The Fermi golden rule is used to evaluate polariton fusion and fission rates, which are
related to, e.g., the sum harmonic intensity, the Raman scattering intensity, etc., depending on the
specific perturbation term under consideration. This formulation has several limitations. The resulting
Hamiltonian is very complicated, the Bose approximation used for the Pauli operators results in the
neglect of intramolecular nonlinearities, and the Fermi golden rule does not suffice to treat nonlinear
processes of order higher than three; higher-order perturbation theory has to be used to describe these.
Our polariton hierarchy does not suffer from these difficulties. In the strong-coupling regime
analyzed in section 4, the TG probes the dynamics of polaritons. Like the exciton motion, polariton
dynamics can be either coherent or incoherent (diffusive), depending on the magnitude of polariton
dephasing. Two conditions have to be satisfied in order for the dynamics to show diffusive polariton
motion, namely, 1(k) ‘~fand ~=I~pk02— a)p+k~2!(section 4.3). The exciton dephasing rate has to be
sufficiently small for the elementary excitations to be polaritons and the polariton dephasing should be
sufficiently large to make the motion incoherent. Both conditions can be satisfied simultaneously. A
two-particle and single-particle level of approximation exists for polaritons, in complete analogy with
what we derived for excitons. Since our interest is in polariton transport, which is absent in the
single-particle description, we considered only the two-particle level.
An important conclusion of the present analysis is that observation of coherent exciton motion for
dipolar excitons is impossible, because, when exciton damping is small enough to give coherent exciton
motion, the radiation modes are necessarily strongly coupled with the polarization, so that polariton
effects become significant. Coherent exciton motion over distances greater than the optical wavelength
is therefore an unrealistic and oversimplified model of elementary excitations in molecular crystals at
low temperatures.
The present formulation and equations of motion can be directly used and extended to treat optical
nonlinearities in other systems. There is currently a growing interest in the optical properties of
nanostructures [108—113].These are fabricated molecular assemblies with specific molecular-level
order. Examples are clusters, monolayers and multilayers. Our equations of motion are ideally suited
for the microscopic calculations of optical nonlinearities in these systems. Other interesting extensions
of the present formulation involve the incorporation of short-range forces and static and dynamical
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disorder [82]. This is important for calculating optical nonlinearities in doped glasses, polymers,
solutions, and in mixed crystals.
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Appendix A. Elimination of phonon degrees of freedom
In this appendix we discuss the elimination of phonon variables underlying the various self-energy
and scattering kernels for excitons and polaritons given in sections 3 and 4, respectively. To this end,
several approaches can be used, which do not differ essentially in their results [42, 68, 114]. Here we
use the projection-operator technique which was also employed in ref. [68]. The relevant Hamiltonian
for our problem reads
Hs+Hph+Hsp. (A.1)
Here i~[~ stands for the “system” Hamiltonian. To=describe the scattering of excitons on phonons
(section 3), we choose the exciton Hamiltonian for H5,
HS=h~QkE~&. (A.2a)
(We use the Heitler—London approximation in this appendix.) To describe polariton—phonon scattering
(section 4), we choose
11S = /1 ~ ~kv5~kvS~kv’ (A.2b)
with ~kp the polariton dispersion in the absence of exciton damping [1(k) = 0 in eq. (4.6)]. Both
excitons and polaritons are treated as bosons in the calculation of the self-energies. The phonons
constitute a “bath” and are described by the Hamiltonian HPh (eq. 2.13). Finally, H5~denotes the
system—bath interaction (eq. 2.14). If we take the polaritons as the system, H5~has to be expressed in
terms of polariton operators, which is done using the inverse polariton transformation eq. (4.9b); it is
customary to make the approximation ZkV = 0 when doing this [60a, 68, 80].
We will work in the SchrOdinger picture and define 15(t) to be the total density operator of the system
and the bath. We now define a projection onto a reduced density operator by [68, 115]
&(t) Pph TrPh,5(t), (A.3)
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where ~ is the density operator for phonons in thermal equilibrium at temperature T and TrPh traces
over the phonon degrees of freedom. The details of this projection can be found in ref. [68]. In
particular, it can be shown that up to second order in H5~,the contribution from the phonon bath to the
evolution of the expectation value of an arbitrary system operator O~,is given by
(~K O5(t)~) = — J dt’ Tr[{L5~exp[iL~(t— t’)] L5~Ot}t&(t’)], (A.4)
hL
5Ons[fI~, O1 , hL~~Ons[fI5~,O1 , (A.5a,b)
where Tr denotes the total trace.
We first consider the exciton case and calculate the effect of the phonon bath on the variables
KBk(t)) and KBk.(t)Bk(t)~.For KBk(t)), the result is readily obtained from the scattering contribution
to K ~k~(t)’1 that was derived in appendix A of ref. [68]. To this end, we drop the branch-labels and
-sums in that derivation, we replace the polariton dispersion by the exciton dispersion and we set all
polariton transformation coefficients Xkv equal to unity. Without further derivation we give the result
within the Markov approximation, keeping both the frequency shift and width,
[(d/dt) K ~k(t) )]ph = —i.~(k)K bk(t)) , (A.6a)
with the complex self-energy
~(k)~ -~ lim ~ IF~(Ic,q)I2( K’~qs~i + Kt’qs + 1)T - )
/1 N i~—=()~ q.s
12k+q — — [Iq, 17) 11k+q — — iS] (A.6b)
F
5(k, q) = F5(Ic, q) + y~(q).
Here K flq~) T is the thermal (Bose—Einstein) occupation of phonons with wave number q in branch s.
We note that this result can also be derived on the operator level [114], which we used in eq. (3.1).
Taking the limit s~—~0 ± explicitly, we arrive at eqs. (3.3) for the phonon-induced frequency shift and
damping rate of the exciton. Of course, KB~(t)~obeys eq. (A.6a) with .~(k)replaced by ~~0(k)[~0(k) denotes the complex conjugate of .~(Ic)].
We now briefly outline the derivation of the phonon contribution to the evolution of the exciton
coherence KB~.(t)Bk(t)), which we need in section 3.3. We take O~= BkBk in eq. (A.4), and
straightforward algebra leads to (T t — t’)
L
5~exp(iL~r)LSP(A~Ek.)= ~ F0(k, q) exp[i(Ilk+q Qk)T] LsP[A~+qEk’kqs(T)]
— ~ ~(k’ — q, q) exp[i(Ilk — 11k~q)T]Lsp[E~Ekqkqs(T)],
‘P1.’ (A.7a)
(qs(T) ~q.s exp(—iQ~0T)+ l~qçexp(i.12_qsT) . (A.7b)
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For the commutators appearing in the r.h.s. of eq. (A.7a) we obtain
LsP[B~+qBk~Xqs(T)]
= ~ [~.(k + q, q’)E~±q+q~.— ~.(k’ — q’, q’)E÷qE~.q.](~q.s.+
+ ~ F~(k”,—q)E~+q&E~qEk[exp(iQ~qsT) —exp(—iflqsT)], (A.8a)
LSP[B~Bk.~_qXqs(T)]
= ~ [~(k, q’)~+qAkq - ~~(k’ - q - q’, q’)E~~.qq]kqs(r)(~q.s. +
+ ~ F0(k”, —q)E~qEk’ Bkq[~P(~QqsT) — exp(—i~q0T)]. (A.8b)
We will neglect the last contributions (the k” summations) in these equations, as they couple to a higher
(quartic) exciton variable. We now combine eqs. (A.7) and (A.8), and after some straightforward
algebra we obtain
Tr[{L~~exp(iL5T) LsP~ Ak)}
t~(t’)]= ~ fr~(Ic,q) exp[—i(Qk÷q — Qk’)T]G(T)
x [~(k + q, -q)KE~.(t’)E~(t’))- F~(k’+ q,
— ~-~_-- ~ F~(k’+ q, —q) exp[—i(Q~ — Qk+q)T]G*(T)
x [F~(k, q)K E~+q(t’)&+q(t’)) - F~(k’, q)~ ,(t’)Ek(t’)~], (A.9)
G(r) KflqS~Texp(iulqsT) + (fl_qs + 1)T exp(—iQq
5T). (A.10)
Equation (A.9) combined with eq. (A.4) defines the phonon contribution to the equation of motion
for K B~.(t)Bk(t)).This equation can be made time-local by applying a Markov approximation. To this
end, we approximate [68]
K E~.(t’)~,~(t’))K E~.(t)f3k(t)~exp[—i(Qk — Qk)T] , (A.11)
and we calculate the remaining time integrals by adding a convergence factor exp(—~’r)(~~—*0~).We
then obtain
[(d!dt) K ~ (t)Ek(t) ) ]ph = i[~*(k~)— Z(k)] K ~ (t)Ek(t) ~
+ i ~ [1”(k’, Ic, q) — .~(k,k’, q)](A~.+q(t)A~+q(t)~, (A.12)
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with .1(k) as defined in eq. (A.6b) and
- 1 - / Kn ). Kn +1~
~ lim ~F~(k,q)FV(k’,q)t\ q.s F + q5 T
Ii N n—~o ~k ±q — ~k’ — — D] ~k’ ±q — ~k’ + ~ qs —
(A.13)
The first r.h.s. term in eq. (A.12) simply contains the uncorrelated sum of the self-energies of KE~.(t)~
and K Bk(t)), and is the “T1 “-contribution [22, 75] to the total self-energy of K B~(t)Bk(t)). The second
r.h.s. term in eq. (A.12) reflects correlated dynamics of the bra and the ket side of the density operator
or pure dephasing contribution) [22, 75]. If we rewrite eq. (A. 12) in terms of the variables
Q(k, p, t) introduced in section 3.3, we finally arrive at the phonon contributions in eq. (3.25) with the
self-energy matrix eq. (3.26).
We conclude this appendix by considering the case that the polaritons constitute the system (eq.
A.2b) and we give the phonon-induced self-energies for K~kJt)~ and K~.~,(t)~k~(t)).In the approxi-
mation that the polariton transformation coefficients Zk,, 0, the calculation is very analogous to the
one for excitons, and we just give the final results,
[~K~(t))]~= -i~ IVV.(Ic)K~kV.(t)), (A.14a)
— lim ~ ~ F,(k, ~Fl N ~ qo ~
~( Kn~S~T- + K~-qs+ 1~i . ); (A.14b)
— ~ — ~qs— 17? ~k±qe’ — ~~
1ke’+ —
[~K ~~,(t)L(t)) I ph = ~ [I VV,(k)~VV~- .1VV..(Ic)6V.V,,.]K ~.~,(t)~k~.(t))
+ i ~ ~ [~ Vpvp(Ic, k, q) — ~ Ic’, q)] K ~+qe(t)~k+qe(t) ~,
“p (A.15a)
~ Ic’, q) h2N ~ F~(k,q)~(k’,q)xkpx+qpx~.xk.±qp..
~( Kn~T - + K~-qs+ 1~ (A.15b)
— ~k’~’ — f2q., 17? ~k’±q~’ — ~‘1k’,’+ 12—qs 17?
Note that Eqs. (A.14b) and (A.15b) reduce to the exciton self-energies eqs. (A.6b) and (A.13),
respectively, if all xkV are set to unity, the (summations over) branch labels are dropped, and the
polariton dispersion is replaced everywhere by the exciton dispersion. Equation (A. iSa) for the
two-particle polariton variables can be rewritten in terms of the variables ~ p, t) introduced in
section 4.2. This leads to the second term in eq. (4.16), with
v; p, p’)ns [~V.V...1VV..(P + k/2) — ~ — k!2)]~~.+ ~ + k!2, p — k/2, p’ —p)
— k!2, p + k/2, p’ —p), (A.16)
where ii is symbolic for (~i, t.”, i?’, u”).
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Appendix B. The two-particle Green function
In this appendix, we solve the equation of motion for two-particle coherences within the Haken—
Strobl model. This equation is encountered in sections 3.3 (eq. 3.30), 3.4 (eq. 3.43), 4.3 (eq. 4.22) and
4.4 (eq. 4.30). For explicitness, we adhere to the problem of section 3.3; the other applications are
readily translated to the notation used here. The equation of interest reads
ia)Q(p,a))[i~(p)(F+y)]Q(p,a))+(F/N)>~ Q(p’,a))+f(p), (B.1)
where we defined
= J(p — kg/2) — J(p + Icg/2). (B.2)
The variable kg is suppressed in all quantities, as the equation of motion is trivial with respect to it (kg is
conserved). The a)-dependence is indicated explicitly, as this variable is independent of kg in the
time-resolved applications (sections 3.4 and 4.3). Finally, we assumed a general source f(p).
For one-dimensional systems, eq. (B.1) has been solved by Haken and Strobl [88], Reineker [54],
and Garrity and Skinner [55],using eigenvector analysis. In this appendix, we will solve eq. (B.1) using
the Oreen function method of ref. [40].The problem in the equation is the second right-hand side term,
which results from pure dephasing processes (—=1). In the absence of this term, the equation is diagonal
in p and trivial to solve:
Q°(p,a)) G~(a))f(p), G~(a))= [—ia) — i~(p)+ t + y]’, (B.3a, b)
and expression (B.3b) is the unperturbed Green function.
As the perturbation in the full equation (B.i) couples to all momenta p’ with equal strength, it
represents a single impurity in the Fourier space conjugate to p. Therefore, the full problem can be
solved through a T-matrix analysis [116]. We use the following Fourier transforms:
Q(m,a))=(i/V’N)~Q(p,a))exp(—iprm), (B.4a)
= ~ ~(p) exp[—ip (rm — r0)], f(m) = ~ f(p) exp(—ip~rm). (B.4b, c)
Equation (B.1) then translates into
~‘ H’~mn — + (t+ ~ — t5mn8mo]Q(n, w) f(m). (B.S)
The full Green function in coordinate representation is defined by
Q(m, a)) ~ Gmn(a))f(n), (B.6)
and is now easily found to obey
~[rnmmm+(f~Y)8mm t6mm’8mo]n’n(a))ömn~ (B.7)
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Standard T-matrix analysis with F6mm8m() as perturbing potential now yields [40]
Gmn(a)) = G~~(w)+ G~1(a))G~5(a))t![1— tG~0(a))]. (B.8)
Here, G°mn is the unperturbed Oreen function in coordinate representation
G°~~(a))= (1/N) ~ G~(a))exp[—ip. (rm — r,,)] (B.9)
[cf. eq. (B.3b)]. The eventual quantity of interest is [see, e.g., eq. (3.29)] ~~Q(p, a)), which can be
written as:
~Q(p, a)) = V~Q(m= 0, a)) = ~ G~n(a))f(n))[1 - tG~)(a))]~, (B.10)
where in the last step we used eqs. (B.6) and (B.8). Using eqs. (B.3b), (B.4c), and (B.9), we finally
arrive at
V ~~[_ia)_i~(p)+E+y]if(p)= . . = - . (B.11)
1—(1!N)~~[—la)—1i~(p’)+F+y]I
Appendix C. The diffusive limit of the D4WM intensity
In this appendix we derive eq. (3.35) for the D4WM intensity in the diffusive limit [t> J(p — kg!
2)
—J(p + kg/2)! (for all p) and t> yl. We start from
S(k,, a)
0)~!~g, a)12)!, (C.1)
R(kg, a)12) (i — ~ [—i~12— i~(p)+ 1+ ]i) (C.2a)
where we used the shorthand notation
= J(p — kg/2) — J(p + Icg/2). (C.2b)
Straightforward Taylor expansion yields
~ [—ia)12 — i~(p)+t+ ]1 ia)i2 + 1+ Y [i + ~ ~ — (~~+ ~~
1~C.3)
The second term on the r.h.s. vanishes upon summation [~~~9(p)= 0], because .~(p)is the difference of
two lattice Fourier transforms and p runs over an entire Brillouin zone. In the third term within the
r.h.s. summation, we approximate —iw
12 + I + y 1, assuming that over the frequency range of
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interest Iwt2! ~ 1’. This will be verified a posteriori. Substituting eq. (C.3) into eq. (C.2a), we then
arrive at
ia) +F+y t
R(k ,a)12) = 12 2 1 + . 2 (C.4)g —iw12 + y + Dekg 1a)12 + y + Dekg
Dekg
2 (1/tN) ~ [~(p)]2. (C.5)
At this point, it is useful to note that R(k, w) is essentially the Green function for the exciton
population W(k, a)) in momentum—frequency representation. This is seen by combining eqs. (3.24b),
(3.32), and (C.2a). In the last form of eq. (C.4), the term 1 may be neglected relative to the second
term, so that we recognize the Green function for a diffusing particle with diffusion constant D~.Thus,
Dr has the meaning of an exciton diffusion coefficient; in general, De depends on the wave vector kg.
Combining eqs. (C.1) and (C.4) and using Dek~e~~ (because I~(~)I~ t for all p), we finally obtain
S(k
0, w,) = 1 + t(t+ 2y)![w~2 + (y + Dekg
2)2]. (C.6)
This signal has a Lorentzian resonance with width y + Dek~.c~~, which justifies a posteriori our
assumption that 1w
12 I ~ F in the frequency region of interest.
Appendix D. Effective polariton group velocity in the restricted Haken—Strobl model
In this appendix, we calculate an estimate to the effective polariton group velocity defined through
eq. (4.27) for the restricted Haken—Strobl model. Our system is not isotropic and the polariton
frequency depends both on the direction and the magnitude of its wave vector. In order to obtain a
simple analytical result, we will replace the dispersion relation eq. (4.6a) [with 1(k) = 0: strong
polariton effects] by that of transverse polaritons in an isotropic (atomic) system with transition dipole
~ This dispersion relation reads (a) is the polariton frequency) [43, 48a, 57]
(kc)
21w2 = 1 +f2!(w~— w2) e(w), (D.1)
with f2 8~pQp.2/h[cf. eq. (4.6b)]. As mentioned in section 4.1, f is the frequency separation between
the upper and lower polariton curves at the wave number k
0 where the exciton band and photon
dispersion line cross. In practice, f ~ (2. In eq. (Di) an infinite effective exciton mass is assumed and
w1 is the transverse dipolar exciton frequency at optical wave vectors (k 0) [48a],
= ((22 — f
2/3)”2 12 — f2/612. (D.2)
We also define the longitudinal exciton frequency [48a],
= ((22 + 2f2/3)”2 11 + f2/312. (D.3)
These expressions for w
1 and w11 are easily obtained from eq. (3.6) and the approximation to the
dipole sum J(k) given below (eq. 3.17). In the continuum limit for k (N, V—3 ~, N/V= p), we now have
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1 Jdkv~(k)=~ Jdkk2v~(k). (D.4)
(~.ir)p 2rrp
The integral has two contributions: one from the upper branch, extending from k = 0 to k = k0, and one
from the lower, ranging from k = k() to the edge of the Brillouin zone (fig. 7). It is convenient to
transform to the frequency as variable,
f dk k2v~(k)= f da) E(a))(a)!c)2v~(a)). (D.S)




10(a)) = = , 2 , r (w) dr/da) - (D.7)
dK E(W)a) +2a)r(w)
Using eq. (D.1), we arrive at
2 22(w —w)
v~(w)= c\/~ 2 2 2 2 2 ‘ (D.8)
(a).—a) ) +f~,
The ~/~(~j poses no problem as the integration occurs outside the region where r(w) <0 (the polariton
stopgap ranging from a)1 to
Combining eqs. (D.1)—(D.5) and (D.8), we arrive at
~p = ~ + I/~, (D.9a)
w~+j/2
2 2 23/2 2 2 1/21 1 w(a)a)) l~a)a))
1 2 I 2 22 22 ( . )
2~rpc .‘ (a) —w1) +fw1
2 2 2 3/2 2 2 i/2
~ (~—~ ) (~±—~)
‘2 = 2 j da) 2 2 2 2 2 (D.9c)
2lTpc (a) —w1) +fw1
Here we have used the fact that the upper branch has as lowest frequency w11 and the lower branch has
highest frequency o1. The other integration boundaries are determined by the polariton frequencies at
k = k1, ~ = a)1 ±f!2,where in eq. (D.9b) we approximated w, +f/2 w~+f(1 f/12)/2 w11 +f!2.
(Use eqs. (D.2) and (D.3) and the fact that ff12 ‘~ 1.) As the integration domains are restricted to a
region close to the transition frequency 12, a resonance approximation can be applied to the integrands.
After straightforward changes of variables, we arrive at
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fl/f
2 3/2 1/2
= ~ I dx x (1+x) (D.iOa)4ir2pc -1 (1 + x)2 + (12/f)2
fl/f
j = ~2Q f dx (1+ x)3~2x”2 (D.lOb)2 4rr2pc x2 + (12/f)2
As 12/f ~s1, a good estimate is obtained from
fl/f
~2_J+I~ 2 J dx 2 x2 2 f92 (1—~!4). (Dli)
F’ 2rrpc x +(IlIf) 2rrpc
If we define A
0 = 2ircKl, the vacuum wavelength of the molecular transition, and a the lattice constant,
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